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Tonight and Wednesday Fair; Not Much
Warmer
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Rebel scouts have been sighted a
fEiv miles below Juarez and all attempts to repair the Mexican Central
abandoned
today.
railroad were
Ahumada,
Whjle Koj'as was .niai-klnit U, Relieved tnar Oeneral Inez bala-- '
Jarge group of rebels, was
on Juarez, which is
liidvihy'ript'tii

j

SERIOUS

FAVORS DARROW.
Little
"a, Cai., Jan, 21.
been made up to noon

RUL(
Los A i

progress

were received fmm. taxpayers of Curry county giving their views on county salaries. The ignitions were referred to the committee on Snauca The

INDICATIONS

-

v.'fiittd.-

bills were introduced:
Senate Bill No. 33, by McCoy,
a workman's compensation act. Modeled after the plank in the Roosevelt
platform.
Senate Bill No. 34, by Barth, exempting church and society property from
taxation.
Senate Bill No. 33, by Barth, providing for $1,000 exemption from taxation of widows.
Senate Bill No. 36, by Evans, giving
commission
the state corporation
power to order union stations where
two or more roads enter a city.
Senate Bill No. 37, by Walton, an
amendment to the corrupt practces
act passed by the last legislature.
Senate Kill No. 3S, by Earth, to give
employes payment in money or by
check of even date when discharged.
Senate Bill No. 3$, by Barth, to require the publication of itemized accounts by city, county and state treasurers.
,
Senate Bill No. 40, by Barth, giving
equal property rights to widows and
defining the property rights of mar
ried women.
Senate Bill No, 41, by Barth, pro hibiling saloons and evil resorts with
in certain districts.
Senate BiU No. 42, by Hiukle, to prohibit bribery of witnesses.
Senate Bill No. 43, by Hinkle, "defining contempt of court and providing the punishment therefor.
Senate Bill No. 44, by Mabry, abolishing capital punishment
Senate Bill No. 45, by Mabry, providing fees for jurors in justice of the
peace courts.
A message from this house announcing the passage by that body of
House Bill No. 14 providing money for
legislative printing, was received.
House Joint resolution No. 4,
Governor Marshall to address,
the legislature, was referred to the
committee on executive communica- -

SIGHT

ROBBERS

'

AM

ACAPULCO SOON.

21
Frank Madia, ROOT FAVORS APPEAL
Chicago, Jan.
owner of the Michigan Avenue garage, which was used as the headquarTOLL BILL
OF
of the 'automobile bandits, surters
consider
ment officials to seriously
.JVW York, Jan. 1 With the grand rendered
police
the
city's
today while
detaching one ct the war ships from jmV, the district
attorney and the force' was in the midst of its search
the first division of the Atlantic fleet
SENATOR WOULD MAKE AMERIthe heels of the
lor Robert Webb, the gang chauffeur,
immediate duty fire commissioner at
for
at Colon
CAN SHIPS PAY FOR PANANew
firebugs and others comprising
who yesterday shot and killed Detecat the Mexican port. If no reassur- York's "arbon
MA CA;AL PRIVILEGE.
the number of
trust,"
tive Peter Hart
ing news comes during the day this
incendiary fires kindled in the city
Madia was surrendered by his attormay be done.
Washington, Jan. 21. ''The United
fallen from 81 per week Id Janhag
ney, who advised him to tell every- States sbouid either submit the PanContinued disorders and widespread
uary 1912, to 37 a week this year, thing he knew of the desperadoes who ama canal tree toil
rebel activity in southern Mexico, ia
question to imaccording to estimates by the fire for weeks have laughed at the police
which, official dispatches today say,
arbitration, or retire from the

Jan. 2L Disquieting
Washington,
reports of a grave situation at Vera
Cruz, Mex., today caused state depart-

N NEW YORK ARE
AUTHORITIES
'
FIRES
GLAD TO LEARN
ARE LESS NUMEROUS.

FIEE

commissioner today.
the total number of fires in the
city shows a still more marked
from 326 a week last January 'to 147 in 1913.
When the grand jury resumed its
session today, further indictments
members ot the
against? alleged"
"trust" were expected. Five indictments changing arson, have already
been, found. "Izzy the Painter' wiose
confession has led to most of the disclosures, continued Ms story before
the! grand jury. He has been telling
it for live days.
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FISHER
SECRETARY

OF INTERIOR
SCRIBES INDIAN TRIBE
MUDDLE.

DE- -

SUGGESTS KEALPL'MSSMENT
SAYS THERE SHOULD BE A STATUTE PUNISHING TRIBAL OFFICERS TAKING BRIBES,
HE

MAKES

K!S

DEFENSE

DECLARES

HE NEVER ATTEMPTRED MEN FOR
BENEFIT OF STANDARD.
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Jan. 21. Secretary
Washington,
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 21 The
Fisher answered the charge tnat he
of
session
second
of
the
eighth day
bad attempted to coerce the 0&sthe first session of the First
tnuians into leasing their valuable
calm
finds
the
state legislature
Oklahoma oil lands to the Standard
with which the session started still
Oil
company to the exclusion o Uie
in
is
plenunbroken. Harmony there
Uncle Saim Oil company, la a statethis
it
member
one
As
expressed
ty.
ment today before the house Indian
morning, it is worse than harmony, it
affairs committee.
is monotony.
The secretary recently removed tha
Wild rumors are afloat of trouble
council under circumstances
Osage
elecexpected In the house over the
which the department of Jus
is
if
there
tion of Senator Fall, but,
about to present to a federal grand
any real opposition to the senator, it
He charged some of theni with,
jury.
divihas failed so far to develop. The
having been unduly influenced ty th
sion in the house seems to be not on
Urcle Sam company.
the question of the senator's election,
"When the circumstances
under
is
seriously
for no other candidate
arawn
were
cast
which
these
teases
mentioned, but on the question d
to
fie
the
attention,"
department's
whether or not the house is prepared
"Bacon Rind, the principal
said,
election
the
declare
that
to formally
and
chief?. Red Eagle, assistant
last June was legal and regular.
of the couu-ci- l,
Thomas
member
a
West,
deThis question was to have been
were removed Xor bi i.u ry. a
cided this morning by the committee
written confession by Tom West and
J
on judiciary of the house, but,, owing tions.
no denials from the ethers were sin
to the absence of seevral of the mem-The committee on judiciary report-ber- s o-replM-n-tthese charges.---.- "
Mr.
vitally interested,'' 'the "mattet'j f"(f Senate Bilf No7 'i' wh"U-bi"The condition ran along with sevwent over until tomorrow morning atj Pankey's celebrated drinking cup bill, en members
of the council continu- 10 o"clock.
On motion of Mr. Burg,
the recommendation tnat it pass. trio, tn fti- irita trihfs'a
until af- ine:nft;s
D
.'
Mr. Pankey's bill on the purity of
the committee issued a summons for
every member to be present at the the election of judges was reported remainder of the council was sumwith the recommendation that it do
meeting.
marily removed, and the report of tiie
This action of the committee pre not pass.
was turned over to tha
Senate Bill No. 10, to fix the time investigation
eludes any possibility of the senatorial
attorney
general.
beof holding court in the Eighth judiquestion coming up in the house
"The difficulty in all these cases
cial district, was reported with recom- is
fore tomorow.
that there is no specific law makBoth the senate and the house are mendation that it pass.
it a crime for an official of an
ing
2
The senate adjourned until o'clock Indian tribe to accept a bribo. The
in session this afternoon and the legislative hopper is taxed to its capacity tcmorrow afteriioom .
attorney general has sent In this reIn the house the petition of Captain,
receiving bills on every conceivable
with his recommendation to .Us
port,
subject, and the present outlook it. Fred Fornoff of the mounted police United States attorney of Oklahoiaa.
that this session will break some rec- that he be not required to remove T. J. Iahy, representing the
ords for the number of bills introduc- from his office in the capitol was
councillors, declared that if
ed. Many old familiar acts appear granted. The captain placed his of- the report charged, anything Impropamong the bills; things which died in fices at the disposal of the commit- er in connection with the framing
the last session and which their spon- tees of the house and made the plea of the leases he was sure there
sors hope will have better luck this that there was no placi In the capitol would be no evidence to support the
where he could remove his records charge. He said he stood to get $12,-50time.
The regulation of the liquor traffic and furnish his office.
and his cousin would get a like
of
An attempt at a little horseplay atj amount if the disputed leases went
is one Qf the favorite subjects
legislation this year, and it would not the expense of the Wyoming legisla-- j through.
be at all surprising is some rather ture at the Instigation of Manzanaresl A petition by the deposed chiefs to
bill was passed be- and Clancy was frowned upon. These; mandamus Secretary Fisher to show
eras tic
gentlemen introduced a. resolution ot cause why they should not be re infore the session expense.
which
in
of
the
one
is
subjects
This
sympathy with the Wyoming legisla- stated, wis argued today in the disthe legislature and the governor seem ture in the fracas which occurred there trict supreme court.
to be in substantial agreement as to yesterday afternoon, referring to a
CASTRO PLEADS, INNOCENCE.
the end to be attained, though they tdmilar episode in the New Mexico
. Otynauo
Jan.
naturally differ widely as to the me house of representatives at the hist
Washington,
thods. The governor is said to favor session. On motion of Rogers it was Castro's appeal to enter the United
the proposition of a state board to ab- tabled.
States merely as a visitor was disisthe cussed today at the cabinet meeting.
Mb, Chrisiiian's bill extending
solutely control the liquor traffic,
sue licenses and cancel them and powers of the probate court was ta- Secretary Nagel took to'th-- Whits
have geenral supervision over the bled indefinitely. I" pen- roll call the House a complete record in the case.
rvf rh
': .
business, but it is very unlikely that mot'- n to tabb was adopted by OUv1 tnitrlino. tha (tel-iii-lf'
such a law could pass either house, vote ..
board of inquiry at New York order- The house was still in session latf j i
as the trend of sentiment, in the legisdeportation and a bill of ccc;t.
tions to that prepared lyv
OS
lature seems to be rather tn the direc- (his afternoon.
tion of giving even greater freedom
attorneys.
:. Tiie attorneys contest uie
to the individual communities in deale3vn
WANTS
KAGFJJ5E
this
with
of the board that the refus.i! ct iU
question.
ing
This morning the committee on edu
lornter enez.uieian presnt.Mit to an- cation voted to make a favorable re
questions regnv ii',-- ; tn.
DIFFICULT .TO
of General lare-.Uport on the bill requiring that, a woman be appointed on the boards of
stituted an admission ot kti&w!?J j
the various state institutions. An NEW GOVERNOR OF DELAWARE of crime involving moral tur?!tj'i.
TO
ASKS LEGISLATURE
amendment, suggested by Chairman
They declare that Castro taj rot
PASS NEW LAWS.
been convicted or, nor aooa i: ,:,";io-Sanchez, requires that the woman
must be five years a resident of the
oo.i
any offense which would
state.
Dover, Del., Jan. 1. Revision of admission to the TiMed t:.;?r-- .
The bill providing for an additional the marriage laws cf tne state "in
BUCKING THE EU"
judse in the Fifth judicial district was order to restrain yoattlst,. hasty marconsidered in the committee on judi- riages and to pretest eicymect iato
PLIUiddpToa, Jan. u.
wu.
!?v;o,
ciary, but a report was held up pend- our state from other eccuobs of the keepers
aboit tb i oi;i
ty Cof I :ov
ing an opinion of the attorney gene?al country,"
price cf itwt5 :
concerning the method of selecting ernor Claries K. Id.'lier in tls isaus
'..-- r
OUiP- - CH'sSO i
r ; u
the ill
be r
today.
cove if MU'li:v lf a roput;::ca
ed by tLo pf Pie of tiiO
:;trkt or
j.a
"t'ro;ily ire- ;i t
tlio oiif:- - Etui o;;ki:rs tre
,y
fovernor

partial
snd hav levied toll on shopkeepers position we bave taken," was tne
of
and others in nearly every part
declaration ot Senator Root in the
Chicago.
senate today m a speech favoring the
as
Madia, who is said to have acted
of It a t ree toll provision of
repeal
the agent for the robbers in disposing the new Banan a canal act.
of stolen property, told the police that
Senator Root took tlie position that
on one occasion he purchased six dia- congress si, .ud not nave passed a
mond rings from James B. Perry, law last suii.n,er tnat discriminated
confessed leader of the gang, for which against lor,;u snips and granted
he paid him, $65. Later he purchased free tolls to tilts American coastwise
a gold watch from him for $4.
action, he declared,
shipping.
After murdering Detective Hart, bad beeu. ao
i
with "tiie "officer's own revolver, Webb multitudes of qur fellow citizens,"
made his fourth escape in eleven days. and had "created a paiulul impresHe was one of the motor crew that sion throughout the world.
shot Policeman Frederick Stickin on
senator Root was an active opponBRITISH FLEET GROWS.
January 9. On January 14, he jumped ent of the free toil provision when
21.
Another
S.
Jan.
N.
W.,
Sydney,
from a window and eluded the police; the caual act passed last August and
distinct stage in the building of the
last Saturday he wa3 arrested and re his speech today opened a fight to
commonwealth fleet will be reached
lesed on the word of Madia, gang secure an amendment of the luw e
on Saturday when the keels of one
keeper; yesterday he
it goes into eltect. Senator Root
cruiser and two more destroyers will headquarters and fled.
Hart
killed
declared
that congress had
today
dock.
Cockatoo
at
be laid
been tired out beiore the bill was
TO HONOR MONTGOMERY
taken up last summer and that the
Jan. 21. Memorial exercis- measure never received proper conDenv,er,
VARIOUS LEGISLATURES
es to the late Bi F. Montgomery, elect- sideration.
ed lieutenant governor last November,
and exhausted
"We were
AREELEET1NGSENAT0BS but who died before inaugurated, will and our minds weary
were not working durbe conducted probably by the general ing that period," he declared.
RE"A decent regard for the opinions
assembly in joint session January 2i,
KENYON AND NELSON ARE
resolution adopted to- of mankind was one of the motivtt
a
under
joint
SUCNORRIS
ELECTED AND
day.
set by the people of these colonies in
CEEDS BROWN
Bills carrying out recommendations the great declaration of tneir indeGovernor Amnions' message were pendence," said Senator Root. He
Des Moines, Jan., 21. United States in
in the house today by Rep- outlined the relations between tne
introduced
Senator W. S. Kenyon was assured
Skinner and Bailey. One United States and Great Britain
on joint ballot of the resentatives
of
power capacity which has led up to the making of
that
Iowa legislature tomorrow when the provides
maximum for any single the
the
shall
be
treaty of 1901
senate and house, on separate ballots,
water power plant constructed in under which the canal was constructover
33
of
a
him
majority
gave,
Another bill provides that ed.
Colorado.
Hamilton, democrat. The joint
To Assist the Denver.
five thousand acres shall be the maxi"The United States gave up nothNew York, Jan. 21. Prepared to ballot tomorrow is expected to bp
mum amount of land leased to any ing it then had,' said the senator.
Senator
same.
Kenyon
the
reinforce the cruiser Denver at
practically
one company or companies with li "Its obligations in that treaty were
ill address the legislature after th i
Mex., for the protection of
tr Hocking directorates.
entirely looking to the future. But
Americans, the cruiser Annapolis has vote is announced.
Britain gave ifp its right to the
Great
been ordered to San Diego, whence
ELECTED.
TRADER
over the Mosquito coast,
FREE
protectorate
Back
Will
Nelson
go
the Denver was ordered south.
Melbourne, Australia, Jan. 21 Hon. which, it was supposed, would be the
While the Annapolis has no marines
St. Paul, Jan. 21. Knute Nelson toa prominent free trad- eastern terminus of the canal."
aboard, they might easily be trans- day by vote in both houses of the Joseph Cook,
leader of the libelected
has been
From the treaty with Great Britferred io her from other ships.
Minnesota legislature was returned to er,
Alfred
Hon.
to
succeed
eral
party
In tho
ain, Senator Root read the declaraTTnitert States senate.
Officals say there is no intention of ii,
The
appointment
tion that the proposed canal was to
resigned.
andlDeakin,
117
votes
sending the Annapolis to Acapulco house Nelson received
a
at
was
special
made
be opened, ''on equal terms to all."
recently
received
now. The Denver got away from San In the senate Cl. Nelson
of the opposition "when it
"Tlif .t declaration is the' cornervote.
; Diego Saturday and should be at Acathe unanimous republican
was stipulated that the present com- stone of the rights or tne United
Meanwhile a Britpulco tomorrow.
monwealth tariff should be maintain- States in die i anama canal," he said.
Norris is Elected
ish warship is standing n the Hared.
W.
Representatives by the United
21.
George
Lincoln, Neb.', 'Jan.
bor ready to take on Americans and
in
many
quarters
considered
is
It
TTnltStates wlieu tne
......
ij
filpfteil
other foreigners should tney be enm
in
mat
vook
treaty was made, put the United
ed Slates senator to sue ceed Senator
dangered.
an uniui mui..- - States under specific obligations to
Norris "Brown today. The vote was tno tailor government
to win at the polls at the feder.il make the canal a great highway open
tii ken In the two houses separately
Rebels Lose Fierce Battle.
in May on a protective and on equal terms to the world," he said
election
houses.
both
conand was unanimous in
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 21 Federal
statements made at
He read from
firmation was made "here today of a Norris was the choice of the votes preferential policy.
the
United States repretime
by
that
rebel defeat Sunday at Ahumada, 8ft in the state primary. The democrats
sentatives that "the United States
WOOL BUSINESS IMPROVES
miles below Juarez. Details of me have a majority of the legislature on
The demand for would not- if it could obtain any exBoston. Jan. 21
battle were wired by way of Chihua- joint ballot.
domestic wool has revived, while va- clusive rights over the canal."
hua City and Laredo, Texas, all com
"On that representation Great Britlues remain steady. A few concesmunication remaining cut below Jus
Judge Colt Elected.
conclean
relinquished ner right to
to
made'
ain
up
been
sions
have
rez. Some GOO rebels attacked AhuProvidence, It. I., Jan. 21. .lJ.Te
Panama
the
future
the
of
over
trol
mada, defended by 200 federal infant- LeDaron Bradford Colt, of the Unit- odd lots and scoured wool
Delnino wools snd fine washed fleec canal " said Senator Root, "and con
ry, says the Mexican consul's report. ed States circuit court of appeals, a
Just us the fight was at its height republican, was elected to the United es are somewhat quiet but medium tented to the a .andonment of thf
( h,vt n 5ul" r tn it v."
the entire Twenty-thirbattalion ar- States senate by the legislature to- lines move freely. Ohio three-eightu flarfd th United
Senator H
while
,!0
original
blood brin;rs
("nts.
rived frm the state capital. A oig day. He will succeed George
21 cents on cticB had no rr.
was
for
,m f '"'If
sells
Montana
ima
ballot
one
on
train
Wetmore.
carried
the
Only
ship's caution
.;;
to
s.ii'pfi.
snd a better buisiiry
was turned nRainat tho rebels, rout-tri- taken.
the
'
'
t
t kiwool.
Cfeliffo.-nSof
i
In
1
f.O
l,f
a
:nator
native
them. On the fid
The new
bodies wro
)
i i - i fj, i - ll!
i r ii
"
n",
ii
j
r!o?tjl
clip
ii.'. u . ' in i;,Hint of Af)t'in:o ! ert!lh!fi, ihH., Mid Si f.l $PiH Ol'l.
f:Oiiild, inch-din.
, t. V '
U
hi;' tli'f
'
a r
JU, Cif. fiwulrs of the bins '.f
It
been ;ii th" f' I"' i heri'-'!'
dda
small towns and ranches have beeu
attacked and pillaged, women have
been carried off and bandits have demoralized the populace, have aroused,
ot
apprehension for the safety
Americans in the disturbed zone.
That the Madero government was
providing little or no protection for
foreign interest has been made evir
dent again by the recent action of
American planters in announcing that
they,, proposed,,. to pay tribute to the
rebel Zapata to protect their growing,
crops against other rebel bands and
raiders.
State department officials admitted
today that their reports were of a
condition so grave as to indicate that
the presence of a United States warship might be necessary to protect
Americans.
The first division of the Atlantic
fleet composed of dreadnaughts Wyoming, North Dakota, Utah and Florida, arrived at Colon last night for target practice, while the remainder of
the big fleet is at Guantanamo.
make
Any of the dreadnoughts
about twenty knots an hour. The
torpedo boats, Drayton, McCall, Terry,
Pauding, Sterrett and Warln'gton, of
much faster speed, could transport
marines a little Quicker. The distance
from Colon to Vera Cruz is about
1,500 miles and the distance to the remainder of the fleet at Guantanamo
is about the same,. The big ships
could make it in three days.

LACK

following

OF TROUBLE IN

Reinforcements
(Mended.
cannot arrive from the south except
by J forced inarch and only federal
AMERICANS ARE IN DANGER IN Infantry' is. available.
'be La Fuente Violates Bond.
TWO CITIES OF THE SISColor-;- ! David ae la Fuente, chief of
TER REPUBLIC.
artiliwjr'of orozco's rebel army,
agaiif Is in1 the field, it was said here
friends. He Is under bond
THE GOVERNMENT TO ACT; today by
at San Antonio, Texas, where he was
Pascual Orozco,
held with Colonel
WILL SEND A BATTLESHIP FROM; Sr on a charge of neutrality violation, rlt Was said that de la Fuente
ATLANTIC FLEET TO VERA
SOLUTION
HE KNOWS
Mexico' a few days as-- near
.entered
OWEN
CRUZ HARRC.H.
the
'b'laciiila, 'N. M.. and has joined
Oklahoma (Sty, Okla., Jan. 21. Rerebel 'forces below Juarez.
election of United States Senator R.
GANGSTER KILLS AN OFFICER L. Owen .was' assured when the two OHASTiC SALOON LEGISLATION
REINFORCEMENTS FOR CRUISER
houses of !i e Oklahoma legislature
TRUST'S WORK DETECTIVE HART IS SHOT DOWN gave him a 1; r.te majority of the votes MANY BILLS FOR REGULATION
UNITTHE ANNAPOLIS WILL JOIN
on separate oallot. The joint ballot
OF LIQUOR TRAFFIC ARE BEMEMBER OF
ESCAPING
BY
ED STATES VESSEL AT
will
be
cast
fuiorrow.
IS BEING DECREASED
ING PRESENTED
BANDIT COTERIE
)

3
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rTiC. TUESDAY, JANUARY

i
touay to
telecting a jury to try
Clarence , T irrow, the McNamara
OF
emg the second accusaattorney,
tion of jui
ubing against him. Five
ors had been selected i
tentative
J no additions were
made
last night
r early oday.
to this mi
A ruling handed down by judge
was considered a point TODAY'S SESSION OF THE LEGISFRANK MADIA, WHO KEPT THE Conley tod
. t
defense. The court
gained
bj
LATURE. IS NOTHING IF NOT
OF CHICAGO
HEADQUARTERS
held that i
talesman holding any
HARMONIOUS
CROOKS, ARRESTED
bias against, ;abor unionism or against
Darrow hf 'if for his connection
THE MAN GIVES HIMSELF UP with labor cases might sit in the CEFER SENATOEIAL CONTEST
case even iough convinced of his
the defendant an imto p
ability
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE FAILS TO
ON ADVICE OF ATTORNEY HE ANtrial.
partial
ALL
REPORT ON THE BURG RENOUNCES HE WILL TELL

?

GROWING MORE

FENCE" TO TELL
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Relative to work on the roads, Mr.
McManus reports as follows:
"The New Mexico penitentiary was
the first penitentiary In the United
states to adopt the 'honor system'
and successfully solve the problem
of working prisoners on the state
highways, and the value or tteir work
in building roads has been proven,
and the benefits derived by convicts
have been fully attested. Many splendid highways have been built through

hitherto almost Inaccessible regions,
and many men, under skilled overseers, have been taught scientific
road building.
The 'road builders have been employed chiefly In San Miguel, Santa
Fe, Socorro, Guadalupe and Bernalillo counties.
"We have dispensed

with armed
guards at the road camps. One
armed guard is useress, and the presence of a gun in a camp is always
a menace. A noticeable Increase In
the efficiency of the road men has
been observed as a result of the discontinuance of armed guards, and by
the emplopment of competent overseers.

"The average number of men

$101,-756.0-

desire to avail, themselves of Its adt
vantages,
"The general discipline of the institution has steadily improved during the year. At the September meetEvery woman's heart responds to ing of the board new rules for governthe charm and sweetness of a baby's ing prisoners were adopted, and tne
voice, because nature intended her for men have cheerfully adapted themmotherhood.
But even the loving selves to the new requirements. The
nature of a mother shrinks from the wearing of striped clothing has long
ordeal because such a time is usually been discontinued at this institution.
a period of suffering and danger. At the outset the prisoner is put in
Women who use Mother's Friend are blue
clothing and the stripes are used
saved much discomfort and suffering,
as a form of punishment. Many
only
and their systems, being thoroughly
men
have served their full sentence
are
this
prepared by
great remedy,
without
meet
to
In a healthy condition
the
feeling the humiliation of
time with the least possible suffering wearing stripes."
Mother's Friend Is
and danger.
The superintendent recommends
recommended only for the relief and the raising of the general mainten- comfort of expectant mothers; It is In j ance fund to
$4j,000 a year because
no sense a remedy for various ills,
the
of
cost of living. One
Increased
but its many years of success, and (
of the strongest recommendations is
the thousands of endorsements
from women who have used if Pthat for a prison farm, which the su
are a guarantee of the benefit to be perintendent says would give many
This remedy of the men sentenced to the instituderived from Its use.
does not accomplish wonders but sim- tion "a chance.' To
quote him:
ply assists nature to perfect Its work.
now strongly urge the purchase
"I
Mother's Friend allays nausea, preof an irrigable farm of not less than
vents caking of
500 acres within hauling distance of
the breasts, and lifSlYIf
In
V
every way
the penitentiary, if possible, 't he land
-contributes
to
should be so situated as to have plenhealthy
strong,
motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold ty of water availabe during the seaat drug stores. Write for our free son. The occupation of 187 of the
book for expectant mothers.
prisoners is given as that of 'laborBEADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., AthnU.
ers.' This Is over 50 per cent of our
average daily population. These are
rockv foothills and mountain regions men who have never had a chance.
of the state, end in some instances With a state farm under the instrucwhere a road could not have been tion of an employed expert, they
built with free labor for less than could1 be taught scientific farming
The cost of build- In all Its details, stock and poultry
$15,000 per mile.
ing these roads with free labor oy raising, etc. In two or three years
contractors would have been In the I firmly believe that the profits from
neighborhood of $50,000. Therefore, this farm would enable us to mainf
the
on this item alone we figure that our tain the instituUon with
now
state
to
the
returned
have
appropriation
necessary."
prisoners
Other recommendations are made
at least $29,500.
"The best equipped road camp in by Superintendent .McManus as folthe state is that of Bernalillo county, lows:
"Every available cell in both cell
consisting in part of 10 span of fine
mules and 10 standard dump wagons, houses is now occupied. The cells
each having a capacity of two and of house No. 1 are double cells, those
one-hacubic yards of dirt. This of cell house No. 2 are single oe'is.
equipment is owned by the county, No cell should contain more t.i3n
and all expenses of the camp (except one person. A new cell house shouid
clothing) are borne by the county. bep rovided for at once and it should
The costs of operation for this camp, be modern in every respect, contains
for six and
months, has ing steel sanitary wa'er closets, outbeen $5,550.51.
If done by contrac- side single cells, etc. One with a cators, at prevailing prices In Bernalillo pacity of 110 cells could be built comcounty, this work would have cost the plete, 'using prison labor, for the suil
of $15,000.
On this work w
county $14,969.31.
"The carpenter shop snould be unfigure that the prisoners have re
turned to the state and county the der the supervision of a competent
sum of $9,418.80."
mechanic, and provision should be
One hundred men, more or less, made in the appropriation for such a
have been employed in the brick and man. Under his tutelage many men
lime industry at the penitentiary and would be taught a useful occupation
they have produced 1,585,000 common and his salary could be saved to the
brick, 345,800 vitrified brick and 370- ,- state many times iuVwork about the
040 pounds of lime, which has all institution.
"The crying neea of the Institution
been sold.
The penitentiary garden of 27 acres is a separate quarters for the women
The cells used for the
has produced 129,800 pounds of vege- prisoners,
tables and 370,400 pounds of fruit, women prisoners are located on the
much of which has gone to the main- third and fourth floors of the admintenance of the prison. The report istration building. In case of fire
gives a long list of permanent im- there would be no possible chance to
provements made by the men, Includ- save them. Under present condiing a new prison stable, an oil house, tions, the only open air exercise they
a coal and wood house, a brick stack get is when they are taken out for a
for the steam brick dryer. Improved walk by the matron. The women's
many portions of the Institution, put quarters should be on the ground
and
new roofs on towers and done a good floor. In a 8epa.ra.te
building
women's
deal of work on the new prison din- walled in. An
building, with a capacity for 20 wo
ing room building.
men, could be built, Including a brick
Quoting the report:
"The total of all appropriatlonss wall around same, for $15,000.
"On what Is known as the hospital
made for the penitentiary for the
year 1912 was $00,044.21.
building we are building a
addition to be used as a bathhouse,
"Thep risoners have earned
on road work, and nave saved and to' contain shower baths with
the state $7,737.11 on permanent im which 40 men can bathe at one time.
provements, have earned In the gar- The hospital building is In rather a
dens fruit and vegetables valued at dilapidated condition and1 should be
Their net earnings from the repaired at once. It contains no op$2,000.
sale of brick, lime and miscellaneous erating room or equipment, and the
one ward It contains is in very bad
was $3,589.72, in all a total of
bath room
In other words, they returned condition. The
be built
Bhould
started
has
been
that
to the state within $7,798.58 of the
amount appropriated for their sup- up two stories, and the second story
port.
"The daily average number of pris
BAD
oners for the year has been 306; last
year the average was 3G8. During
the year the dally average on the
ALL THE
'trusty list' (those employed outside
the walls, foreman of shops, etc.),
has been 185, over 50 per cent of the Shellhorn Lady Suffered a Great
Deal, But Is All Right Now.
population of the Institution. The
loss from escape during the year was
17, as against 42 for the previous
Shellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
year. Two escaped rrom the prison place, Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short
Itself and the others from road time ago, I commenced to hnve weak
spells and headaches. I felt bad all
camps and clay pit.
the time, and soon grew so bad I
un"The
'prison pallor' Is
couldn't
stay up. I thought I would die.
known at this Institution. The men
At last my husband got me a bottle
employed In the kitchen, bakery and of Cardul, and It helped me; so he got
various shops are compelled to take some more. After I had taken the
exercise on the exercise grounds ev second bottle, I was entirely well.
ery day that the weather permits. On
I wish uvery lady, suffering from
holidays and Sundays, games of ball womanly trouble, would try Cardul.
are Indulged In between the prison It is the test medicino I know of. It
teams and occasionally a team from did me move good than anything I eve
the city Is allowed to cross bats with used."
Cardul Is a woman's tonic a
one of the prison teams. Those not
medicine for women,
allowed
to
strengthening
are
ball
playing
play other
that act speout door games, such as pitching made from lngredir-nton
the
cifically
organs, and
womanly
horseshoes, 'revote' or hand ball, ;!:c
thun help to build up the womanly
"Our statistics show that there are
to
,.,j
103 Inmates who cannot read and
As a remedy for woman's Ills, It has
write and 10 who can rnii but tn a puree: F.ful record of over 50
yritrs.
not wrllf. An noon s arran-tnpn- t
t
ii it
J '.
II
)
tiy It
to
t
,
cnti 1i jiWiif, !! in our
t j
f
It I
,
( .Hi
ft
a ' in nil for f n h r u'tloo In lim
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BE IN HOOD ORDER

Santa Fe, Jan. 21. The Bernalillo
county road camp 13 declared by the
report of the superintendent of the
state penitentiary, which was made
public today, to be the best equipped
camp of the sort in the state. The
report makes some startling statements and recommends much needed
legislation. It covers the period since
John B. McManus, a former Albuquer-queatook over the superintendence
of the institution and shows a great
deal of progress.
Mr. McManus states that the entire
appropriation for the maintenance of
the institution was exhausted by the
time that he took over the penitentiary management and that the place
was operated solely upon convicts'
earnings the last nine and a half
months of the fiscal year. To quote
him: "The 1912 legislature appropriated the sum of 18,313.70 to cover
the penitentiary casual deficit, which
became available about November 1,
1912, and enabled us to pay bills that
had been outstanding four months
and over. The total bills incurred
for this year Is $7,798,58 less than
last year; this year's bills Incurred
3
totalling $93,957 45 as against
cost
actual
The
last
for
year.
of maintenance for the institution
per man per day (salaries, discharge
money, board fund, food, clothing,
administration, insurance, permanent
for 1912, was 53.3
improvements)
cents; for 1910, 56.5 cents, and for
1911, was 60 cents.
His report shows that the convicts'
earnings for the year were $33,338.t9
against some $36,220 the previous
more
Tear, although at that time
than $7,700 was earned by paving the
streets at Santa Fe.

TUESDAY, JANUARY

em-

ployed on road work during the year
has been 74, and I bope to increase
the force to 100 or more within a
short time. At the Bernalillo county
camp the average has been 23 men,
and at tho other camps the average
has been 51 men. They have built
as(as near as I have been able to
certain) 86 miles of state roads outside of Bernalillo county at a co6t of
approximately $20,500, or an average
of $238.35 per mhe. Some of the
roads have been most difficult to
build, having been driven through the

,

115
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!

one-hal-

21,

1913.

of same could be used for an operating room, an instrument room; drug
room, small ward, ie(
"The old building could be repaired
and put in good condition, the addition to this building finished, operating table, instruments, etc., purchased for the sum of $3,000. All
labor to be performed by 'the prisoners.
"An appropriation should be made
for- - the salary and expenses of a
competent parole officer, whose exclusive time would be devoted to the
duties of his office. In securing employment for persons to be paroled,
and in looking after those who are
on parole, much can be done in restoring to society many men wbo
with a little help, would become useful members thereof. There is one
time when a prisoner needs help
more than any other and that is
when he has obtained bis release,, no
matter what may he the condition of
his release.
"The salaries of guards, cell house
keepers and captains are totally inadequate when the service expected
of them Is taken Into consideration.
They are the poorest paid lot in the
Bervlce of the state, with longer
hours and more trying work. I
strongly urge the necessity of Increased salaries for the above mentioned employes. Their efficiency will
never be what It should until this Is
done.
"Great Interest has been manifested by Governor McDonald' In the
problems of the penitentiary, and he
has shown a keen interest in all efforts to better conditions." '
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HERE IS A
RECTING
FORE IT
Very few

SIMPLE WAY OF CORIT INSTANTLY BEBECOMES CHRONIC.

people go through life
without some time or other being
troubled with constipation. Thousands Injure themselves by the use
of strong cathartics, salt mineral waters, pills and similar things. They
have temporary value In some cases,
it is true, but the good effect is soon
lost, and the more one takes of them
the less effective they become.
A physic or purgative is seldom
necessary, and' much better and more
permanent results can be obtained oy
using a scientific remedy like Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It does
not hide behind a high sounding
name, but is what it is represented
to be, a mild laxative medicine. It is
so mild that thousands of mothers
give it to tiny infants, and yet it is
so compounded, and contains such
definite Ingredients that it will have
equally good effect when used by a
person suffering from the worst
chronic constipation. In fact, among
the greatest endorsers of Syrup Pepsin are elderly people who have suffered for years and found nothing to
benefit them until they took Syrup
Pepsin.
It is a fact that millions of families have Syrup Pepsin constantly in
the house, homes like those of Mrs.
G. B. Pruitt, Berea, Ky., who used
Dr. Caldwell's Cyrup Pepsin as a
laxative tonic. Mrs. Pruitt writes
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine that it so strengthened and cleansed
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it her system that she was quickly refails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- lieved of a severe cough which had
troubled her for months. The Bpe- nature is on each box. 25c.
I

MRS. G. B. PRUITT.

cial value of this grand laxative tonio
is that it is suited to the needs of
every member of the family. It is
pleasant-tastinmild and
Ing. Unlike harsh physics It works
gradually and in a very brief time
the stomach and bowel muscles are
trained to do their work naturally
again, when all medicines can be dispensed with.
You can obtain a bottle at any drug
Btare for 50 cents or $1. The latter
size is usually bought by families
who already know Its value. Results
are always guaranteed or money will
be refunded.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and 'you
would like to make a personal trial
of it before buying It In the regular,
way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will doto Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 417 Washington street, Monticel-lo- ,
111., and a free sample bottle will
be mailed you.
non-grip-
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Test It Free
Thousands are trying

The New

Food-Drin- k

Ins tan

J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer.

1
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y A

ftD.

T. Hoskins, Caehtf

t.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Lgs Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T, Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Pa.id on Deposits

one-stor- y

0

" The family are delighted. I am coffee-lovehad a cup of coffee that tasted better than
Poum."-M- n.
H. F. H, New York.

r,

but rarely
cup of lottaot

" I find Instant Postum i all you claim. It hat rich flavour
which we have been unable to get out of coffee, although we have
tried teveral brands."
Mrs.
W. G Duluth.

C

' It

s,
is really delicious. My family are regular
but since Instant Postum came, coffee has no show. Coffee
N. fvl,
never had the flavour that instant Postum has."

one-stor- y

Brooklyn.

" It has remained for Instant Postum to biak me of the coffee habit. Eight days after leaving off coffee I feel infinitely bet.
ter, but what an appetite ; eating twice as much." R. E. L.
-- i
Washington.
.r ,
in
than
few
more
a
Postum has helped me
days
dys.
pepsia tablets had done in year." W. R. N N.Y. Mi11j,N. Y.

FELT

" Instant

W

" I like it because I can fix k myself in a few minutes. If I
Use coffee I can't sleep. 1 slept last night so good after using InMiss A. H., Pittsburg.
"We End it better and more healthful than coffee, and it k
to convenient to make that even my husband and children have
no trouble to get a cup ready. Coffee will never be brought into
our household again." Mrs. W. R, Watertown, N. Y. ...

stant Postum."

,

Instant Postum has a rich, snappy flavour; is absolutely free from the coffee drug, "caffeine;" is eco"
i
nomical, and

-

"'

Requires No Boiling

ni

It is made by stirring a level teaspoonful (more or
less to suit taste) in a cup of hot water and adding
sugar and cream.
Sold by grocer everywhere.

100-ca-

p

tin, SOc;

Cr.

50-cu-

p

tin, 30c

Mich.i
Ltd., BattU
Emlumi find 2c tlatnp far fxaiage on free tin of Instant

POSTUM CEREAL CO..
'pmltsm.
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at takfc.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
.The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
"
is tne advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Yon are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

--

ANNIVERSARY

FREMONT
FAMOUS AMERICAN ARMY OFFI-CEEXPLORER AND STATESMAN BORN 100 YEARS AGO

,

Washington, Jan. 21 In no year
of American, history have there been
offered such abundant opportunities
for centenary celebrations as the year
During' the ensuing 12
now begun.
months there will occur the centennial
anniversary of the births of such not
able figures In American history as
Stephen A. Douglas, the democratic
candidate for president against Lincoln; Admiral David C. Porter, one
of the celebrated naval commanders
in the civil war; Henry Ward Beech-er- ,
the famous pulpit orator; Allen G.
Thurman, Ohio senator and one of
the noted leaders of the democratic
party; General John Sedgwick, one of
the ablest and bravest officers of the
Army of the Potomac; Zacharlah
and
Chandle", United States
secretary of the Interior, and S ephen
R. Mallory, who is best remembered
as the secretary of the navy of the
confederate states.
Of the men named in the foregoing
list, however, there Is none whose career was half soo picturesque as that
of John C. Fremont, who was born
one hundred years ago today in Savannah, Ga. Soldier, explorer, civil
engineer, governor of California and
Arizona and first candidate of the
republican party for president, General Fremont for many years was a
conspicuous and at times a very romantic figure in the public eye.
General Fremont's father was a
Frenchman, who, coming to the United States, married into a Virginia
family, and died when John was five
years old. After leaving college the
future soldier and political leader lived for some years teaching mahe
thematics, in which occupation
made a long cruise on a United States
warship. When he returned he obtained a position in the United States
Topograpnicai curya, auu cjiiiui oU iuc
mountain passes of North Carolina and
Tennessee.
In 1811 Fremont met in Washington
the young daughter of Senator Benton
of Missouri, and they were married
secretly. The couple afterward were
accepted by the bride's father, who
subsequently had Fremont placed in
command of the expedition to explore
the western United States territories,
and Fremont began the work which
gave to him the title of the Pathfinder and resulted in his candidacy for
the presidency of the United States.
He made five expeditions In all.
In the first he gathered much needed
and accurate knowledge of the Indians in Nebraska, Wyoming and the
south pass to Oregon, and planted
the American flag on the highest
peak of the Rocky Mountains. Th9
little band suffered terrible hardships
and encountered many dangers, but
the results of the expedition were so
valuable that Fremont started on another one the following year. He explored Utah this time, and It was his
report of the resources of the Salt
Lake region that attracted the Mor-
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During Change of Life How
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Made
Her a Well Woman.

Pink-ham-

Vegetable

Compound and I purchased a bottle.
Before it was gone the bloating lett me
and I was not so sore. I continued taking it until I had taken twelve bottle3.
Now I am stronger
1 have been for
years and can do all my work, even the
washing. Your medicine is worth its
weight in gold. I cannot praise it
If more women would take
enough.
your medicine there would be more
healthy women. You may use this letter for the good of others." Mrs. D.
H. Brown, 809 N. Walnut St., Iola, Kan.

thi

Change of Life is one of the most
critical periods of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to
so successfully carry women through
this trying period as Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confi-

NEEDED

TUESDAY, JANUARY

persons
It

LAWS
ANNUAL

REPORT OF

SUPERIN-TENDEN-

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 21. Of all
the many reports of state officers for
the fiscal year ending November 30,
1912, which have just been compiled
and which have been presented to the
legislature, there is none which contains more interesting matter or matter of greater importance to the state
at large than that of the state department of education. This report
was submitted Monday by Superintendent of Public instruction Alvan
N. White.
This report contains suggestions
for the changes most needed in
school laws, data showing how mucn
and where money has been expended In the cause of education in the
state, teachers employed and many
other bits of information relative to
school administration
in the state
which are not gentrai:y known.
According to this report the state
board of education was in session 15
days in the past year and granted one
honorary life certificate, 11 profesr
sional life certificates, 15
certificates and many others of lower
grade, 2C7 applicants being consider,

five-yea-

ed in all.

The report shows that there are
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will two permanent school funds in the
be opened, read and answered by a Btate, the
proceeds pf 5 per cent of
woman and held in strict confidence.
the United States land sales and the
other of the sale of a section of
on account of his hostility school land to the town of Portales.
to the extension of slavery. In 1856 The land sale fund had a balance on
he was nominated for president by hand at the date of the report of
the new
republican and National $121,040. The interest from this fund
American parties, but was defeated. goes to the current school fund each
When the civil war broke out Fre year. The other permanent fund is
mont received a command, but was very much smaller, amounting only
involved in controversy and relieved to $1,700.
The superintendent asks
of active service. At this period the that the two be combined for econdiscontent with Lincoln's administra- omy.
tion centered in Fremont, and in 1864
The balance on hand in the curhe was nomiated by radical republi- rent school income fund at the begincans for president, but as it appeared ning of the fiscal year covered by the
and the rethat his nomination could only result report was $19,089.8a
in the defeat of both Lincoln and ceipts during the year were
the largest single Item comhimself, he withdrew.
General Fremont was governor of ing from the leasing of public school
Arizona from 1878 to 1881, and in land, which brought in more than
Dlbursements amounted to
1890, a few months before his death, $95,000.
which occurred in New York City on $53,051.22, leaving, a balance on hand
July 13 of that year, congress author- December 1, 1912, of $69,540.70, which
was transferred to the current school
ized his appointment as a major-generfund. Disbursements of $21,000 left
of the army.
.

$103,-502.0-

In

this

fund.

five-month- s'
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OF INSTRUCTION
IS INTERESTING.

$48,500.13
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yet
resulted.
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The monies received from the forest service in the 18 of the 2G coun"CASCARETS" THE
BEST LAXATIVE ties in the state which receive such
aid came to $16,270.67.
The salaries of the state departThoroughly Cleanses Your Liver and
ment officials came to $7,400 and othBowels While You Sleep
er expenses of the office to
No odds how bad your liver, som-ac- h
Institutes were held in every counor bowels; how much your headin the state last summer except
ty
aches, how miserable and uncominstifortable you are from constipation, that of Sierra, which waived its
institutes
teachers'
tute.
Special
indigestion, biliousness and sluggish
sumintestines you always get the desir- were held in several places and
at the
maintained
were
schools
mer
ed results with Cascarets and quickly,
normal university, normal school at
too.
and the state university.
Don't let your stomach, liver and Silver City
The following is an excerpt from
bowels make you miserable.
Take
Cascarets tonight; put an end to the the report;
"The school districts in the state
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerv- number 1,000. One or more schools
mons.
On the third expedition to Califor- ousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach, were conducted in all districts but
nia Fremont got into complications, backache and all other distress; 46, which Is a better showing than
and on charges was fouml guilty and cleanse your inside organs of all the for the year 1910-11- ,
when there were
sentenced to be dismissed from the bile, gases and constipated matter 89 school districts having no school.
army in which he had risen to the which is producing the misery.
Of those having school 16 had one
rank of colonel. President Polk, while A 10 cent box means health, happi- month; 61, two months; 247, three
approving the verdict, remitted the ness and a clear head for months. No months, and 163 four months. Therepenalty, but Fremont resigned. This more days' of gloora and distress if fore, 487 schools out of the total or
was In 1848, and he .conducted his you will take a Cascaret now and 1,598 had less than a
as opposed to 627
last two exploraM6n at his own ex- then. All druggists sell Cascarets. term in 1911-1The number of teachers
pense. He haV settled In California Don't forget the children their little in 1910-1and had eom to the United States lnsides need a good, gentle cleanslus, in the state is 1,598, 510 men, 1,088
senate In 1S50, but he could not1 be too. Adv.
women. The total amount paid for
was $622,902.10,
salaries In 1911-1the average annual salary for men beFOR DANDRUFF, FALLING HAIR OR
ing $3C9.C8 and for wpmen $399.85.
Tbisls a very fair showing, but it
must be borne in mind that this InITCHY SCALP -CENT "DANDERINE" cludes all teachers, principals and su.
perintendents. As a matter of fact
438 teachers receive less than $200
SAVE YOUR HAIR! DANDERINE DESTROYS DANDRUFF AND STOPS a year. I believe this condition will
FALLING HAIR AT ONCE G ROWS HAIR, WE PROVE IT.
materially Improve under the revenue
bill passed by fie last legislature,
If you care for i.eovy hair, that roots famish, loosen and die; then width contemplates an annual expenditure of not less than $300 for
glistens with beauty and is radiant the hair falls out fatu
If
hair
school room.
your
has
each
been
neglected
softwith life; has an incomparable
and Is thin, faded, dry, scraggy or
school census has not in"The
ness and is fluffy and lustrous you too
oily, don't hesitate, but get a 25 creased to any considerable extent,
must use Danderine, because noth'ng cen.t bottle of Knowlton's Danderine the 1912 census
showing 101,645 chilelse accomplislies so much for the at any drug store or toilet counter; dren of school age, 5 to 21 years, bebair.
apply a little as directed and ten ing an increase of 1,600. The enrollJtifit one application of Knowlton's minutes after you will say this wis ment is ' approximately 60,000, and
Danderine will double a- beauty of the best investment you ever made. with the opening of schools undet
We sincerely believe, regardless of the state aid law of 1912, this showyour hair, besides it immediately
dissolves every particle of dandruff; everything else advertised that if you
ing will be greatly improved (nii
yon cannot have nice, hetvy, healthy desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair when school buildings are adequate
(Lair if you have dandnff. This
and lots of it no dandruff no Itch- our compulsory attendance law can
scurf robs the hair of its ing fscalp and no nwe falling bair-y- ou be made very effective in Becnrini
Irongth and its very II.. and If not
must uae Kuowltoi 'a Danderine. a better enrollment and attendance.
iriine it. products p feverlnhne.ni If ever tuttlly why not now, A 25 "The above utaUstlcs are quoted'
InUr rent boltlo will truly iuhiwo you.
itisliiiig f tliof scalp; tli
for your Irtforiniitbm and to show tbitt

25

jric

Elsdlcisc Effective

SUFFERED

" During the Change
Iola, Kansas.
of Life I was sick for two years. Be
fore I took your medicine I could not
bear the weight of
my clothes and was
4
bloated very badly.
I doctored with three
doctors but they did
me no good. They
said nature must
have its way. My
sister advised me to
's
take Lydia E.

t

I'IIITE SUGGESTS Olssfe Failed;

OF 11017 .IRS. OROWI

THE BIRTH OF

"J

7,ztr
(ientlemeni
811

need- -

a

Throngh

I have been B1,ed
Kravu. On December H,

with
eame

reA

Eckmin'2
a prematura

W

Tyhkl
Pneumoniay
very much

I

TunVa

be.
affected; my enutum
re found. On February 21, 11)05
advhwl to go to Fort
Tela?
While there an abscess In mj riihtlSSS
broke and discharged. I grew
aid
became very much emaciated. worse,
My physician Informed me that I must
to
as quickly as possible. goI left
j olormlo
Icxms, June 21 and arrived in Canon
Ity, June S very feeble.
After being
there two weeks, my
me that my case wasphysician informed
Three
hopeless.

"

t

remrnea nome, welKhlnK
I'M pounds, the doctor
given me
no assurance of reachinghaving
there alive
"On July 14, 1!H)5, I began

taking
wonderful
remedy for ConToday I weigh 1H8 pounds. I
am stout and well and can do
kind
of wn
about my grain elevator.anyI
not an ache nor pain In mv lungs, have
eat
noli, sleep well, and never felt better"
(Sworn affidavit)
AETI1UH WEBB
Kckman's Alterative Is effective tn Bronchitis. Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
E. G. Murphey
t
Central Drug Co.
ftckman's
sumption.

our general school conditions are improving.
Undoubtedly, greater progress will be shown the coming year."
According to the report, the shortage in school terms was 1,101 school
months, which means that at $G0 a
month for the cost of holding; a
school, $66,000 will be needed to bolster up these weak districts. The Increased local levies and the state aid'
funds are expected
to cover this
amount this year, but the superintendent urges that some way of handling these funds in aid of the districts be devised. There is now no
recognized procedure in paying them
over to the districts that need them.
A very important section of the re
port is that dealing with the proper
construction and ventilation of school
houses. This section is as follows:
"Having, therefore, provided the
necessary funds for our minimum
school term in the various weak dis
tricts, the next matter to which ser
ious attention should be given by our
legislature is that of providing proper school houses for our school children. It is not enough to maintain
school for at, least five months, but
school
with the proper
buildings;
heating, lighting and ventilation
should be provided for the children
of the state; in order that the best
results may be had from such terms
of' school. From reports furnished
this office we find that of 1,007
school houses, 7S8 were reported as
owned by the districts, 219 as rented,
857 of these were of adobe construction. Of the 775 reported, 124 were
reported excellent, 353 good, 169 fair,
164 poor. From the best information
1 have been able to gather, there are
comparatively few of the school buildings in our rural communities that
are even fair, so far as school purAt present
poses are concerned.
there is little prospect In a great many
districts for obtaining proper school
buildings, because the taxable property of the districts is very small and
the income from all sources will not
be sufficient io enab these districts
to build school buildings for some
years to come. It is to be hoped that
the coming legislature will see its
way clear to do something looking
toward giving assistance to weak districts in the matter of erecting comfortable buildings, as it has already
done to aid them to have at least five
months' terms of school. Not only is
it the duty of the state to provide
school accommodations, but such accommodations should be modern and
1
well suited for school purposes.
believe it would be wise for tiie legislature to follow the example of
gome of the other states and pass i
law creating f commission, consisting
of the state superintendent of public
instruction, the president of our
state board of health and an architect, to be appointed by the governor,
the duty of this commission being to
pass upon plans and specification!
for school buildings, outside of out
Incorporated cities. Some means
should be Immediately taken to improve the ventilation, heating and
lighting of our public school buildings, which have or may be hereafter

21,

1913.

i'HAES

erected. The depar-cmen-t
Is at present furnishing plans and specifications from an edition prepared by my
predecessor in office and is doing everything It ca,n to improve the present poorly constructed and badly ventilated school buildings and to see
that future ones are built according
to the most modern and
plan."
The superintendent makes a detailed report fin the establishment of
the county high schools authorized
by the legislature last year, saying
that six of these will be put in opera
tion next fall He renews his recommendations for legislation abolishing
the population requisite of the .aw
regarding the establishment of these
schools, or at least its reduction, and
strongly urges a free text book bill.
He also advocates free traveling libraries and urges, that a revision of
the school laws throughout be made,
by a competent committee.
After citing several smaller matters which need immediate attention
concludes with
the superintendent
the words: "I desire to say that the
educational forces of our state are
working in unison to build up an educational system that shall ranK
among the very foremost in our country; that these forces and this department realize that no revolutionary measures need be passed by any
future legislature; that we are just
building up our system and have the
school systems and the best educational thought of our sister states as
a guide, and, as our wonderful resources are developed by the intelligent and progressive citizens of this
state and those who cast their fortunes with ub, with an equitable and
just system of taxation, with the
proper administration of our eight
and a half million acres of public
school lands and with the handling
of our school funds with the same
business-lik- e
methods employed in
other financial transactions, ihero is
no reason to doubt that New Mexid
will make more rapid progress edi
cationally than is being made by any
of our states."

The Doctor's Answers oa
Health and Beauty Questions
BY DR. LEWIS BAKER.
The questions answered below are
general in character; the symptoms
or diseases are given and the answer will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, College Bldg.,
streets,
Dayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only Initials or fictitious name will
be used In my answers. The pred
scriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.

'
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well-stocke-

Elizabeth says: "I am troubled;
with a constant headache whichj also
affects my eyes. My breath is awful.
as I have a severe case of catarrh
of the head and throat."
Answer: I receive dally hundreds
of letters from people who have suf
fered as you do and who have been
cured with the following prescription:
Make a wash by mixing
f
of Vilane powder, which you
can purchase from any druggist in 2
oz. packages, and add to this one
pint of warm water, use this in the
nostrils daily to thoroughly cleanse
them. A catarrh balm should be used
with this. This is made by mixing
one teaspoonful of Vilane powder with
one ounce of lard or vaseline and apply well up into the nostrils twice a
day. If this Is used daily your catarrh will soon vanish. It should,
however, be used occasionally to prevent a return of the disease.
one-hal-

with a chronic cough for almost a
year, and catch a fresh cold every few
weeka. Nothing the doctor gives me
helps, so I write to you."
Answer: You need a thorough laxative cough syrup, one that not only
relieves but surely drives it from the
system. The following regularly used
will cur any curable cough or cold
promptly. Obtain a 2 oz. bottle ct
essence mentho-laxenmix it with a
home-mad- e
sugar syrup or honey as
per directions on bottle.

"Anxious B." writes: I have in recent years been threatened with appendicitis, but would never consent
to an operation. Indigestion, constipation and sedentary habits cause me
much suffering. Kindly pre3-rih- e
for
dyspepsia something which you think
will cure me and prevent appendictis."
Answer: The most scientific anl
satisfying treatment for your trouble
is tablets triopeptine; packed pink,
"C. G." writes. "If you know of
white and blue in sealed cartons with
anything that will cure dandruff, itch- full directions. All
stomach disorders
ing scalp and premature, baldness, can be
conquered
by regular treatplease let me know what it is"
ment.
Answer:
For several years I have
prescribed plain yellow minyol as su"Nervous M." writes: 'Loss of
perior to anything known for the sleep, nervousness, loss of
treatment of diseased scalp. Get it and overwork have made almostappetite
a come
in
jars with full directions. plete wreck of ma I have to wort.
It quickly overcomes all diseases of
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
but can scarcely drag one foot after
hair and scalp and gives new vigor the other.
Please advise."
and intense natural color to the hair.
Answer:
The condition you preSanta Fe, N. M, Jan. 21. Governor Try it fairly and you will advocate
scribe is prevalent especially with
William C. McDonald will see to it its use for your friends.
brain workers. Use the following:
a
that New Mexico is represented at
Compound
syrup of hypophosphite, 5
AcadMildred' writes: "I am constantthe meeting of the American
tincture
ozs.;
cadomene, 1 oz. Mix,
Political
Science
Social
and
embarrassed
of
because
the
of
ly
of
emy
fact
shake
and
well
take a teaspoonful beto be held April 5 and 6 at Philadel my extreme thinness.
I have abso
meala.
fore
a
no
discuss
This
In
will
color
phia.
lutely
my face or lips and
meeting
'
subject of vital Importance to the am dull and lifeless most of the time
Farmer's Wife asks: "Will you
ninety millions of people in this coun-tr- Please advise me what t:i do."
tell me how to overcome obesplease
"The High Cost of Living." The
Answer: If you are so thin and
"
.
governor has named as delegates to pule and your Hps and cheeks color- ity?"
Answer: Obesity Is burdensome.
represent this state the folowing: J. less it is because your blood is defi
Excessive
fat on the human body la
G. Fitch, Socorro; W. C. Reld,
in
cient
red corpuscles. This can tie
J. H. Paxton, Las Cruces; G. easily overcome ny the use of three-grai- n unnatural and frequently results seL Brooks, Aibniuerqi!?; C. B.
tablets, which can riously. The best and safest method
Raton.
be had from any druggist in sealed to reduce Is to take reguarly
In Supreme Court
cartons with full directions for talc- arbolene tablets. They are put up In
The state supreme court, Chief Jus- ing. When the blood is enriched by sealed tubes with directions for home
d
tice Roberts, Mr. Justice Parker and the use of these tablets your weight use, and lany
druggist
Mn. Justice Hanna, and Supreme Court will
increase, the color will come back can supply them.
Clerk Jose D. Sena, present, spent the Into your face and lips, and It will
"Sara C." wrltea "I am constipatforenoon, hearing the last case on the Improve your general system so that
ed
and have a greasy skin. Suffer
Sallle'
L.
No.
1259,
calendar.
Robert, you will become strong and healthy.
from headache, indigestion and some
appellant, vs. Ben Ames, appellee, on
"Edna" writes: "I suffer with rheu kidney trouble. I wish you to recom
appeal from the district court, Cha
ves county.
matism all the time and I shall be mend a remedy."
New Company
Answer: The best remedy to relieve
very glad if you can tell me some
Articles of incorporation were filed thing to relieve me."
and cure chronic constipation is calltoday in the office of the Btate corpoAnswer: I can give you a prescrip- ed three-grai- a
sulpherb tablets made
ration commission by the Luna Coun- tion which will not only relieve, but from sulphur, cream of tartar and
'
ty Lumber company, with offices at will cure your rheumatism. This Is herb medicines. Taken regularly the
Doming, J. W. McCury, agent. The my favorite remedy and from the blood is purified, the bowels and liver
company Is capitalized at $10,000, di number of Iettrs received from peo- stimulated into healthy action and a
vided into 100 shares at $100. The ple who have used It
proves its value cure established. They are packed
J. W. in curing rheumatism.
following are stockholders:
The follow- in sealed tubes with full directions.
MoCurry, of Deming, 18 shares; W. ing is made by mixing well, taking a These tablets are splendid for children
M. Dunn of El Paso, 1 share, and
teaspoonful at meal times and again as they do not gripe or sicken.
.lames Crawford, of El Paso, 1 share. before
l,
Comp. essence
retiring:
New License System
1 oz.; comp. fluid balmwort, 1
"Mamma" I know of nothing betState Game and Fish Warden Baca oz.; syrup sareaparllla comp., 5 ozs.; ter for
than: I dram of
stated today that he will ask the es iodide of potassium, 2 drams; wine tincture cubebs, 2 drams of tincture"
Islature to have a uniform hunting; of cokliicum,
ounce; sodium rhus aromatic and 1 oz. comp. fluid
tax of $1.23, applying it to everyone salicylate, 4 drams.
balmwort. Mixi The dose is 10 to
m
carylng a shot gun, rifle or pistol.
15 drops in water one hour before
This method would enable us to In
"Morris" asks: "I have suffered meals.
crease our revenues for now we depend on evidence of game killed in
Texas last November, and the others
order to enforce a license. People may "and I found teachers and pupils
chosen to the several stata offices at
be seen out hunting, with a gun in
Mr. White stated that the funds for that time were
their hands, and we can not make
inaugurated today
'.hnm pay a fine for having no license weak school districts now are avail- with the customary ceremonies. Visunless we discover game they have able. Some counties will require itors from many parts of the si ne
large sums and others no money at all. were In attendance.
killed."
Mr. de Baca said that he is in per
SEEK TO REDUCE FIRE LOS3.
fect sympathy with Governor McDon- ILLINOIS DAIRYMEN IN SESSION.
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 21. Drastic
ald's recommendation that the salary
Springfield, 111., Jan. 21 Sanitation
of $1,800 which the game warden re- and tuberculin test, the breeding, feed- measures were urged today at tn
ceives, be increased. "We know very ing and care of dairy cows, the differ- opening session of the TwnRM
well that game wardens in ether ent systems of making butter, and Prevention association
L, r
i
states, even in the feonthwest, receive numerous other problems of vital in- fire loss in the state.
a much larger salary, than that paid terest to those engaged in the dairy Improvement has been xm' o
' t f
in New Mexico," he said. "Moreover industry are to be discussed by tne the past three yearn the r
- i
1 r
is
an
loss
still
the salary of $l,S0O for game warden Illinois State Dairy association at Its
appalling
does not compare favorably vr.th the thirty-nint- h
annual convention which guards are considers ! :
:
salaries paid other state officials."
met in this city today for a three More severe penalties f
11 e ;
ies
are
advocated
afternoon
by
Tomorrow
session.
School Matters
days'
Stale Superintendent of Public In- the Illinois Butter Manufacturers"
struction Alvun N. Whito, says that Improvement association will hold a
Povsons troubled with rft)!;i
he had an intcio.iiing visit in SilvC Joint session with tho dairymen.
lyfils tire if"en vers iu;;(h tnT--;City whore bo addressed thu pub!!
the h";Vi : 1 j
by nwcrtttfnr
school and t!n Nt-w'u'li ismiyis ; ( :,:;(:
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Mr, Jan. 21 The SumSants
Entered at the pobtot'fice at iiast ner countji-boost- ers
who made such
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmis- a stir before. the first session of the
sion through the United States mails present legislature are again on the
second class matter.
job In force and assert they are going
to work for the creation of Sumner
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
county'from now until the end of the
Daily, by Carrier:
sessioi. They have issued a pamph
06
Per Copy
let setting forth the reasons for de
15
WeeJs
Due
to create the new county. "To
66 siring
One Month
a bore to the honorable
avoid
being,
7,50
Due Year
this
the ' legislature,
members
Dally by Mail
folder is issued Sumner county is
One Year
meritorious," says tne introductory
Six Months
note. Figures are cited showing that
the new county would have a total
assessable valuation of f 1,556,819.
STOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
Then the folder tritely says:
GROWER
Do It now create Sumner county
$2rvn
Yftar
1.00 because:
tlx Montis
1. it'eqmprises a. rich and populous
unnaturally,
community,, now split,
(Cash in Advance tor Mall Subscrip Into three counties and every part of
tions)
whichis badly Isolated from its reRemit by draft, check or money spective county seat making county
wdar. it sent otherwise we will ot administration exceedingly expensive
be responsible for loss.
and travel to and fro very inconvenSpecimen copies free on applica ient and costly to citizezns and detion.
priving residents of benefits of county government.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
2. As will bp seen from financial
statement within, Sumner county will
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR
be abundantly" able to maintain itself
and will within two years be one of
Advertisers are guaranteed the the richest counties In the Btate.
Irrieatlon-Immediatesouth of i t.
largest dally and, weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New Sumner 10,01)0 acres are covered by
Ft. Sumner Land and Canal comMexio.
pany's irrigation system. Water sup
ply, Pecos river. ;
TELEPHONES i
John E. Taylor projects pumping,
Main 2
H CSINES3 OFFICE
1,200 acres; gravity, 1,000 acres.
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Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down
the Cost of Paint Seventy-Fiv- e
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The newly created children's bureau
in the department or commerce and
labor, of which Miss Julia C. Lathrop

la chief, has just issued its first montwrai.h a plea for the complete regis
(ration of all births. The pamphlet

-

GillisFle

pumping,

ttOO

Several small pumping projects at
Ft. Sumner and Taiban.
Alamo project, 3ufl,O00 acre feet of
water allowed .by. New. Mexico water
board; Carey act proposal pending
before Carey act land board to cover
100,00) acres of land with said water
land in. heart of Sumner county.
'
Products 5,6d(j pounds of wool
shipped fronnFt Sumner, Yeso and
Buchanan stations,
"
owned by
75,000 head ; or sheep
Whites, Walter Long, DeGraftenreid,
Azreti, Sandoval, Lovelace
Casaus,
and others.
Cattle McKenzize, Brown, DeGraftenreid, Lyles, Irwin, Clark and other
outfits estimated value, ?350,000.
Cantaloupes 55 carloads 1912100
carloads 1913.

points out that not a single state it
the union has a thoroughly effective
registration system, and that in 1913
the New England states, Michigan,
and Pennsylvania were1 the only states
where laws were sufficiently good and
sufficiently well enforced to register
nine births out of ten, and nine out of
Alfalfa 7,000 tons sold In 1912.
ten is poor registration.
Fruit trees 25,000 set out in irriThe children's bureau finds thai gated district will begin to bear in
this absence of good laws, well en- 1914.
forced, is hampering the work for the
Celery shipped In carlots in 1912.
study and prevention of infant mor
tality. This country, according to the
TRAMPS BEAT BOYS
best estimates available, is now losN. Mi.. Jan. 21. On
Albunueroue
ing 300,000 babies a year, and ex. a story
told by Horaof
the
strength
jparience has demonstrated that at
GoverLieutenant
son
of
tio
de
Baca,
savof
half
least
these lives could be
Hector
and
Lujan,
C.
de
E.
nor
Baca,
ed if the simple methods already
office
known to science could be brought to son of Mateo Lujan, a state land
robbed
bear. But to apply these methods two employe, that they had been
e
beaten' In a box car near
things are necessary; good vital stat- and
n
Frank-liby iwo tramps, Earl
istics and an immediate report of
John Caroli, tramps, are in
and
birth.
every
the Bernalillo county jail, having
Good vital statistics are needed? to
been committed today by Justice
eable those working for public health
arraignment on a
to detect bad conditions and" select Craig following,
of. larceny. ; De Baca and Lucharge
the proper social remedy for them.
both
lads, blew into town
Immediate notification is necessary so jan,
last night at 10:30, on a red ball
that the Individual baby born under
freight." They had run away from
adverse conditions may be sent tht
their homes in Las Vegas and were
assistance which can be soreadily
cut to see the world; Near Albuquer-nue- ,
given by health authorities, visiting
Franklin and Caroll invaded their
nurses, and other social agencies. Sir
car, they claim, and attacked them,
Arthur Xewsholme, the great English
robbing them of a plstq cartridges,
authority, lias paid that no one
fi.' cents in money and other articles
has done move to reduce in- of small value.
Arriving in
fant mbrtalily in Kngland than their
the Las Vegas1 lads were a
law requiring immediate notification.
.rested by Station Master McKew. oV
Good vilal statistics find Immediate
(he Santa Fe: They told him their
notification can he secured only
Btory of the treatment they had
through birth registration;
from, the hobos and Franklin
Numerous other ways in which and Carroll were arrested soon after.
birth registration will prove of value The runaway lads will be held here
to children of the country are
Monday to testify against th
pbasized. It will assist in the enforce- tramps. Lujan i'i a nephew of Pablo
ment of child labor laws and com- I.ujan and De Baca is a grandson of
pulsory education laws, giving the Amado Baca, of this city, and will
state an official record of the age be their guests while waiting for arand parentage, which will secure to raignment 8f the tramps on Monday.
him the protection which the laws of The boys are willing to go home to
Lis state endeavor to throw around Las Vegas, having had enough of seiztramp route.
his childhood. An official record of ing tberwri4.-.ll4(thbirth and parentage Is, moreover,
r frequently of service iu legal matters
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RAILROAD MEN ARE TRYING TO
TO PASS
GET LEGISLATURE
NEW LAW

Santa Fe, Ni M., Jan. 21 The
house committee on judiciary this
week expects to take up House Bill
No. 1, known as the full crew bill,
a measure in which every railroad
man in New Mexico is interested. This
was the first measure introduced in
the present session' of the legislature
and representatives of the railroad orders now in Santa Fe propose to spare
no pains In pushing It to final passage if possible. The bill was passed
in the house during the last session,
but failed of passage in the senate
during the closing days of the session.
The proposed law, which was ofChaves of
fered by Representative
Torrance county, provides in brief,
that on passenger trains of more than
five cars, running upon roads which
operate more than four trains dailj;
a brakeman shall be carried in addi
tion to the crew now caried. On
freight trains of more than 40 cars
two brakemen and a flagman shall
two brake-mebe carried instead of
as is the custom now. Coal
burning engines of the Mallet type
are required to have a fireman and
a fireman's helper In addition to the
engineer, making three instead of tw
men in the engine crew. Enginet
running light must carry a conductor
as well as the engine crew when running between stations and provision
for a minimum crew on
is made
switching engines, and local trains
must each have a crew of at least

te

n

six men.
This law is opposed
on the ground that
men called for are
the proper operation

by the railroads
the additional
unnecessary for
of trains, whU
the representatives of the railroad
employes orders now here insist that
the provisions of the proposed law
are vitally necessary for the safety of
the passengers and employes of common carriers.
A similar law passed by the Arizona
legislature Is now Void up by injunction proceedinegs In the United States
courts pending a decision as to its
constitutionality. Following is the
proposed New Mexico law:
An act to promote the safety of employes and railroad travelers upon
railroads by compelling commcl
carriers by railroad to properly man
their trains and providing penalties
therefor.
Be it enacted by the legislature of the
state of New Mexico:
Section 1. A single locomotive, or
a single locomotive with its accompanying tender, when operated outside of the yard limits, shall be equipped with, and shall carry a crew consisting of not less than one engineer,
one fireman and one conductor, ex
cept in cases of breakdowns and wa
outs, this section not to apply on any
run "of 20 miles or less, or between
any points where the staff system is
in use,, or where the line is double
track.
Sec. 2. A passenger, mall or express
train composed of less than five cars,
when operated outside of the yard
limits, shall be equipped with and
shall carry a crew consisting of not
less than one engineer, one fireman.
cne conductor, one brakeman and
one flagman, when operating more
than four .7hub each way a day.
Sec. 3. A passenger, mall or ex
press train composed of five or more
cars when operated outside of the
yard limits, shall be equipped with
and carry a crew consisting of not
less than one engineer, one fireman,
one conductor, one flasmin and one
porter.
Sec. 4 A freight train composed of
less than 40 cars when operated out
side of the yard limits shall be equip
ped With and shall carry a crew consisting of not less than one engineer,
rne fireman, one conductor, one flagman and one brakeman.
Sec. C. A freight train composed
of 40 or more cars, when operated
of the yard limits, shall be equipped with and shall carry a crew consisting of not less than one engineer,
one fireman, one conductor, one flagman and two brakemen.
Sec. ti. AH local freight trains, doing switching or unloading any freight
of whatever nature, shall consist of
one conductor, one
E
nerBons.
two brakemen
one
fireman,
engineer,
and one fireman.
Hoc, 7. All tnt'ns other than thone
IircHciibed In tho preceding portion?
operated ouiijo of
(,f tJiU net,
tilt '1I he eijuljipf-wlU
x,
limit.
U., jiini
fclmlJ !:
'f"w 'iiiiiiillii. if
ii x ii
OH
Hijtill'"!', liH fin
i,i,f i t M,h
out-sid-
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Per Cent
A Free Trial Package Is Mailed to
Every One Who Writes.
a prominent manufac. A. L, Bice,
turer of Adams, N. Y., has discovered
a process of making a new kind of
paint without the use of oil. He calls
it Powdrpaint. It comes in the form
of a dry powder and all that is required in cold water to make a paint
weather proof, fire prof and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to any
surface, wood, stone or brick, spreads
and looks like oil paint and costs
as much.
about
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manuf'r.,
236 North St., Adams, N. Y., and he
will send you a free trial package,
also color card and full information
you can save a
showing you how
Write
dollars.
today.
many
good
one-fourt- h

man, one conductor, one flagman and
one 'brakeman.
Sec. 8. All yard engines within the
limits of any railroad yard shall be
equipped with and shall carry a crew
of not less than one engineer, one
fireman, one foreman and two helpers; neither the foreman or either of
the helpers mentioned in section 8
shaft be permitted to perform any

other duties in addition to their duties
as foreman or helpers, while the engine upon which they are working f
actually engaged in the business of
switching cars.
Sec. 9. All coal burning, Mallet
tyep engines operating in the state of
New Mexico in all classes of service
shall carry one fireman's helper In
addition to the crews provided for in
the preceding sections, of this act.
Sec. 10. That from and after talcing effect of this act it shall be un
lawful for any railroad company or
the recf.jver of any such company to
run upon or over any line of railroad,
or parts hereof, within the state of
New Mexico, any train, locomotive or
engine which is not equipped with or
not carrying for ubo in Its operation
a full crew as herein fixed and prescribed, and each any every railroad
company or receiver who, after the
taking effect of this act, shall run upon or over any line of railroad or
any part thereof, within in the state
of New Mexico, any train, locomotive or engine which is not equipped
or does not carry for use In its operation a full crew as herein fixed and
prescribed shall be liable to the state
of New Mexico for a nenalty of not
less than one hundred,, dollars . for,
,
every such offense.
Sec. 11. All suits for penalties under this act shall be brought and
prosecuted to judgment in the name
of the state of New Mexico, as plaintiff, in a court of competent jurisdiction in the county of Santa Fe, or in
any county in said stite into or through
which the defendant line of railroad
may be operated ani such suits shall
he brought and prosecuted by the attorney, general or under his direction
or by the district attorney of such
county.
Sec. 12. Nothing contained in this
act shall apply to relief or wrecking
trains in any case where a sufficient
number of men are not immediately
avilable to comply with the provisions
of this act, or to cases where trains
have been sent out or started at the
last division point with requisite number of employes, hut, owing solely to
the disability or refusal further to act
of some one or more of such employes,
the train left with lessdthan a full
crew.
Provided, also, that no baggage man shall be required in the
operation of a train upon which baggage is not carriedSec. 13. All acts and parts of acts
In conflict with the provisions of this
act are hereby-repeale,

21, 1913.
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THE LATTER AGREES TO CEDE
TO THE FORMER A PORTION
OF COAST TERRITORY.
One of the chief

London, ,Jan. 21.

difficulties heretofore existing
tween Rumania and Bulgaria was removed today by me consent of the
Bulgarian government to the cession to Rumania ot a portion of coast
territory which will enable Rumania
to establish a naval port at Manga-li- a
on the Black Sea.
RuOwing to the proximity of this
manian port to the Bulgarian boundary, it had until now been Impracticable to transfer it into a naval
base.

Soldiers Ordered to Report.
Belgrade, Jan. 21 All the officials
and men of the Servian army who
have been on leave of absence have
received orders to return immediately to their regiments.

changes were restricted, and save for
a momentary flash of activity and
strength soon after the opening, forenoon dealings were featureless. The
measures favored by Governor Wilson
for regulation of large corporations in
New Jersey were discussed widely In
the street, but the political consideration seemed of less Influence for the
moment in shaping conditions.
Foreign news had little bearing on
values, although it was asserted that
the slump in copper metal in London
had put the market on a more stable
basis. Bonds were steady.
Shorts were bidders for stocks after midday and the bulls promptly
marked up the leaders vigorously. Active shares ruled between 1 and 2
points beyond yesterday's close, and
were quoted higtier, Union Pacific ex
cepted, than on the bulge yesterday.
Unusual dullness prevailed at times
in the later portion of the session,
but the strong undertone of the mar
ket was unimpaired. Some of the
high priced specialties were buoyant,
including American Tobacco, which
improved
market closed strong. Buying
for both accounts facilitated the up
ward movement with the demand from
the shorts showing some urgency.
Bull operators made the most of the
changed recent trend of the market
and pushed up the prices sharply
whenever the shorts bid for stocks
Union Pacific touched 160, a rise
of
and notable advances were
also made by other well known stocks.
The closing sales were:
73
Amalgamated Copper
.i.,...115
Sugar
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Electric Signs Sake
X
gK

Newspaper Advertising
More Effective
Newspaper advertising imforms.the reader
Perhaps he may not

about what you have to sell.
nonr vnnr Rfore at the time.

But your Electric Sign catches his eye whfn

he is neat your store. It reminds mm ot what you
advertised. He is impelled to enter.

-

'

Atchison

...

."".:.. 104
.119

CHICAGO

P2,

h'y
',
t

desire to have a thing and the acf of securing it. Then,
too, think of all the transient trade your sign will draw.

Employ This Salesman
An Electric Sign 'is really the best salesman
;

The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly

J'
i

low and the' expense of maintaining and lighting is
imall "Phone Main 206 for full particulars.
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THE OLD RELIABLE
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Gross, Kelly & Co.

164

Sole Agents

6414
109

BOARD

93.

93.

33.

First Shipment of Ginghams
for Spring 1913 Just Received

;

;(

; ;!2ic;:PER. YARD

Desirable for grown people as well as for little
folks.

l

Don't Forget Our January White Sale
y3 Off All Embroiderjes, 14 Off AH Muslin Under-

wear,

i- -s

Off All White Goods

Sale Lasts Until February
--

THE

STORE

1st.

OF QUALITY"

.

OalH, May ;it'!i

her

A

youjean employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
message burns through the night, positively attracting
'
trade.

,"

105
160

but turned active and strong
with' corn and closed firm,
y2 up
"' V.
at.
t'
1 to
ls
May corn opened
to 51
and sold to
higher at 51
51. Reported renewal of export
business sent corn up, May closing
cent higher at 52 cents.
oats
highMay
opened a shade to
er at 33
to
at
May pork opened unchanged
$18.90, May lard unchangtd at $10,20
and May ribs 2Va to 5 cents lower at
?10.1010.12. The closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, May 93; July 90; September 89.
Corn, May 52; July 52; Sepiem-iie- r

53.
31.
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Your Electric Sign is the link between his

3,

Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 21. Some of the
specialties moved widely in response
to special influences. Otherwise price

1
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f

Servian

-
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; '.Miyiii'

Vienna Feels Optimistic. .
Vienna, Jan. 21. Increasing optimism was displayed today in telegrams
regarding the
from Constantinople
is
situation.
It
regarded here
peace
as practically certain that there will
be no resumption ot hostilities. Even
should the Ottoman government's reunply to Europe's note of advice be
the
that
is
thought
satisfactory it
powers, having once taken hold of the
situation, will not allow the belligerents to resume warlike operations.

OF TRADE
Board
of trade
MANY HOMICIDES
Chicago, Jan.
dull
but
rather
21.
markets
N.
Jan.
Records
M.,
today,
opened
Santa Fe,
compiled In the office of the state slightly higher.
Wheat was helped by the failure of
police show that during tho period
from January 6, 1912, when New Mex- Liverpool to follow the decline here
to 'A up
May opened
ico was admitted to the union, to Jan yesterday,.
92
touched
and'
93
93,
to
then
t
or
mere
at
in
were
tnts
year,
uary
May later touched
cases of homicide. " Every county in advanced to'

.

be-

21.

the state contributed its quota, Bernalillo appearing in the "record no
less than five times.
The first murder of the year occurred in Albuquerque on January 6,
when Policeman Knapp was shot to
death by a young man named Goulet
who was afterward sent to the peniAlbuquerque also has the
tentiary.
distinction of figuring In the last case
recorded, that of an unknown Mexican
shot to death in a saloon by a companion who was never apprehended.
In 55 of the 75 cases recorded by
the mounted police drunkenness is
given eitner is me dirwt or maiteci
cause of the crime.
It 1b known that the homicide record
of the mounted jtolice 1b not quit
corilplelo, but the immher of vloljnl
leallis reported Ik HUffiolcul ly start-In..'- ,
rttp" iuily nlmjii not m rin.
HHI
hntwUlK t'HtU. pl.H'l! vlihlu th

f,

i

;

July 3114; Beptcm.

I'oi'U, iiitn. ftH.nr,; May 1M7,
l.tii'1. .(.in, tH'.l", Miiy f 10.17.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TEAM BEATS

HOKE

NE-TIM-

VEGAN

E

PERSONALS
TRUMBULL
, returned
Attorney
from Springer this afternoon.
N. Fontaine returned this afternoon
from a short business trip to Spring,
er.
Harry T. Hoskins returned last
evening from a short business trip
to Mora.
visitor in the
W. A. Taylor was
city today, coming iu from his homo
. at Mineral HiJ.
George Rusby, foreman of the V, hit- more ranch at Gallinas Spring, is a
visitor in the city.
W. P. Matchette, a traffic agent lor
tee Santa Fe Railway company, wa.
a vis'.tor here today.
W. J. Stehle of the Morris Hacking
company of Albuquerque is in the city
on his weekly trip, visiting the local
trade.
A. S. Poggl, representing the Wales
Adding Machine company, with headquarters In Denvei. was a business
isitor here today.
Bea F. Criswell, an independent
fire insurance adjuster, with headquarters In Albuquerque, was a visitor In town today.
J. R. Galusha, who Is located in Albuquerque as a special agent for the
Santa Fe Railway company, was a
visitor in Las Vegas today.
Louis Rosenthal of Los Angeles,
this week and
Calif., is expected
while here will be the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rosenthal.
George H. Hunker, vice presidnt
of the Peoples' Bank and Trust company, left this afternoon on a short
business trip in the Pecos valley district.
H. W. Kelly, acocmpanied by his
daughter, Miss Helen Kelly, left this
afternoon for Albuquerque where
they will be visitors until the first
of next week.
J. Eugene rown left this afternaoa
on an extended business trip through
the southern pnrt of the state in the
interest of the Peoples' Bank and
Trust company.
Mrs. M. F. Barnes o.f Denver arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and will
locate here permanently, having taken
a position as stenographer with the
law firm of Jones and Rogers.
Jacob Gross, who has "been in town
the past week attending the annual
meeting of the stockholders of Gross,
Kelly and Company, left this afternoon for his home in St. Louis, Mo.
Mrsj Mi C. Harris' of Phoenix,
Ariz., is expected to arrive in town
tomorrow on her way home from the
east. While in Las Vegas Mrs.
be the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rosenthal.

BUNCH

PROSPERS IN

W. JS. . Haydon

GAME ON ELKS' ALLEYS RESULTS
IN
SCORE OF
2,082 TO 1,977

,

'

.

TRINIDAD

LOP-SIDE-

Standing of the Teams
Team
Won Lost.
2
Ament .

1.000

Witten

2

1.000

Hoket.....,........l1
....
Losey

1.000
.500

12.

.

.

McWenie
Kelly

.

,

.500
.000

. .

....0

.0

Trumbull

Pet.

.000

The Hoke team, rolling its first
tournagame in the Elks' bowling
ment, last evening, defeated the Trum
bull team on the Elks alleys by the
substantial total of 105 pins. No large
score was made by any one of the
bowlers, but every member of the
Hoke team rolled up to his average.

Lujan was high man with a total
of 457 pins for the three strings and
Ev Hoke war second
for individual
for the game
a
total
honors, having
of 452 pins.
follows:
The team scores were-aHoke team E. Hoke, 452 pins; Farley, 404 pins; Lujan, 457 pins; Baily,
405 pins; R. F. Johnson, 364 pins; total, 2,082 pins. Trumbull team
Trumbull, 448 pins ; W. Hoke, 431 pins ;
Dennis, 386 pins; Duncan, substituting for O'Malley, 442 pins; C. Danzi-ger- ,
270 pins; total 1,977 pins.

PRINCETON BOYS TO

CHEERJOB WILSON
STUDENTS OF THE BIG UNIBER-SITTO ACCOMPANY HIM TO
" " THE CAPITOL
-

Trenton, Jan.

21i.

When Governor

Wilson .leaves to become president of
the United States he will not travel,
in a private car, nor will any member of his family. He said today that
he expected to; make only his ordin-

ary traveling arrangements.
The 1,01)6 Princeton students, who
are to march in the inaugural parade,
will 'have their Special cars attached
to the same train,, so as to escort the
former president! of their university
itno the national capital and give him
a Princeton cheer when he arrives
'
'
:
f
mere.
Wilson Will Use Justice
The president-elec-t
today set forth
the principle that "justice and not
gracefulness, recognition of service,
not politics,", would guide him in the
distribution of public offices.
The governor declared himself in a
BIG VOLCANO SCARES
speech to a delegation of labor lead
ers who formally asked him to ap
MEXICAN NEIGHBORS point John T. Cosgrove, a democrat,
to the office of state commissioner
of labor now held by Colonel Lewis
HUNDREDS
OF
PEOPLE ARE T.
Bryant, a republican.
DRIVEN FROM THEIR HOMES
The governor listened to earnest
BY THE FLOW OF LAVA.
pleas ot the laboring men and, said:
"Public Office Is not worth anything
Guadalajara, Mex., Jan. 21. The if an entirely satisfactory fulfillment
volcano of Colima broke into violent of the duties of an office does not en
eruption last night). Thousands of title a man to consideration for
people, are fleeing from the villages
If men are to know that
and ranches in the vicinity.. It is be- a mere
change of administration Is to
lieved that there has been some loss empty an office, no matter how
they
or life in the remoter settlements.
deserved to be
there Is
Hundreds of refugees arrived in not
any thlngof justice or public right
this city this morning on a train left. 1 1 feel t6 the full extent the
ar
composed of six cars which had been gument you have made in favor of
picked up on a siding at a nearby Mr. Cosgrove but I haven't a clean
village. The fleeing people had found slate to write on.
it necessary to shovel away a quan"I do not need to say to this comtity of volcanic sand before they pany that I
entirely sympathize with
were able to move thp cars and for
the aspirations of labor and that I
many miles along tk way here the
recognize the rights of labor,
train had to be stoped frequently to entirely
but Colonel Bryant has made good,
clear the track of "debris.
and I am bound to consider his claims,
Very litlle.,lava was ejected from I would be ashamed of mysolf if I did
theT&ttr,' which, however, emitted not."
vast quantities of smoke and sand,
Would It not be justice and mercy
while suffocating gases formed an
jto appoint a labor man; would It not
unusual feature of the eruption.
'be graceful?" pleaded Samuel Botter-111- ,
from-thA gale was blowing
north.,
spokesiu&iilbr.the delegation.
west and this probably saved jnany ef
"Gracefulness is "easy and justice
the inhabitants ,of the surrounding
the governor .and the
districts, as it iirnsed the flying sand hard,"( aijjbed,
uintiiosion
encieu.
and deadly gases to pass over their
heads. 5
FEAR ORIENTAL LABOR.
The activity of the volcano deWashington,' Jan. 21 A plea for
volcancreased during the night, but
guard against the labor of the Ori-- j
ic dust Is now settling on the house
ent was made by J. j. Cuthberton of
roots and the streets of the city.
j
Paris, Texas, representing the Inter--.
The railroad station agent at
state Cotton Seed Crushers' assocla.
abandoned his post during the
tion, before the house was and means
night and reports that volcanic sand committee
today. He wanted Soya
covered the tracks in places to a
beans, used in the manufacture of
depth of several feet. The last vio- lards, to be admitted
free of
lent eruption of Colima Weurred it,
and
F. W. Hobos
duty.
Harry
Hartley
1903.
of Boston, the former representing
tho National Association of Wool
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Growers, avocated n increased duty
on wool grease. A. W. Ames of San
WANTKD To buy or rent a wheal Francisco,
speaking for the Hawaiian
chair. Miss lUchky, COS Main.
Pincappel association, urged maintenance of the present tariff on plnmip- FOR RAJJS-Cbe- ap
if taken at once. pll'H.
Horn', liaclf and harness, tVnw.nr
r. CIS
Hmitll
IiiiK'IiIiik,
W, i;. Davis (if Il.aton was a vMior
in t! n rlt y tn(uf,

r

Har-Tift'w-

,

C. A.

IN THAT

MONEY IN YOUR PQGKET IS LIKE
SNOW IN SUNSHINE

Jennart

Minister of war tiugene Ktienne.
Minister of marine Pierre Baudin.
Minister of finance Louis (L.

PLACE

it soon melts "away. If you have it withWA it a temptation to
spend
Take out enough for necessities and deposit' Sortie each pay day wfth us.

We Pay 4 per cent. Interest

Minister of public instruction-Ju- les
Tiinidad, Colo., Jan. 21. One of the
most important business transactions
Steeg.
Minister of public works Jean
in the history of Trinidad was announced today in the purchase of the Dupuy.
Minister of apiculture Jean Morel.
Lincoln H. Hall jewelry store on East
Minister of commerce Fernand
Main street by B. A. Rhoades, a former well known resident of this city, David.
Minister of the colonies Gabriel
and A. L. Harbride, formerly with the
Allen jewelry store. The new owners Guist'Hau.
Minister of labor Rene Bosnard.
take possession on January 27 and the
I
concern will take the name of The
J. E. Blackman, who formerly was
Rhoades and Harbride Jewelry com
connected with the Mountain States
pany.
B. A. Rhoades was formerly asso- Telephone and Telegraph
company,
ciated in business in this city, and is was a visitor in town today In the inof Dr. John Grass, a pio terests of the U. O. Colson Advertisa
neer resident who now resides in Den- ing Novelty company of Paris, 111.
ver. Leaving here over three years

And encourage and help you save
$1 opens an acct. Add to it each pay day and Watch it Grow.

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL

ago Mr.

Rhoades-wen-

.to Folsom

t

to

sssume the management of the Grass
enttrprises and later went to Denver
where he was connected with the
comLawrence-HensleMercantile
pany. For the past several months
he has been in San. Diego, California.
He is well known in business circles
throughout Colorado and New Mexico.
Mr. Harbridge has been a resident of
Trinidad, covering a period of seven
years and has a wide circle of friends,
Lincoln H. Hall disposes of his business Interests, finding the close confinement of business somewhat of a
strain and will leave shortly for an
extended vacation trip. He declares,
however, that he has no Intention of
leaving Trinidad permanently but expects to make this city his home. He
turns over to the purchaser a flourish,
ing business with an ideal location
and a complete line of
stock.
Mr. Hall has been' a resident oi
Trinidad for nine years. For seven
years he has been in the business. He
started with a small shop on North
Commercial street and by enterprise
and resourcefulness built up in a Its
years one of the largest stores of the
kind in southern Colorado. He has
occupied the present location for five
years. His retirement from the business life of the city is a matter of
keen regret as he has always been
identified with every movement for
the advancement of the city's welfare
y

.

B. A. Rhoades lived in Las Vegas
several years ago and was stenograph
er for F. C. Fox, when the latter was
superintendent of the New Mexico
division of the Santa Fe railway.

Lincoln H. Hall also formerly re
sided here. About nine years ago It
was In the Angora goat raising busl
nesa, making his headquarters in thir
city. His ranch was 40 miles southwest of Las Vegaa He was wej'
known here.

OPPOSES

LOWER

Geo II. II unker, Vice Pres.
Ivo

FOR THE SLUM

Society Can Not Ignore Its 8hare of
Blame When the Facts Are
Brought to Light of Day.
Children work out their destiny
along the lines of environment If
two infants, one born in a Blum hovel
and the other In a palace, were exchanged on the day of birth, each
would work out his destiny In accordance with his surroundings. The
child of the hovel would grow up to
the palace. The child of the palace
would remain on the level of the slum
hovel
While a noted physician was making
these statements before a body of
learned colleagues, Jury in Chicago
found three boys, aged consecutively
seventeen, eighteen and nineteen
years, guilty of murder and convicted
them to long terms in prison. The
slayers were all slum products. Their
youth saved them from hanging.
Society cannot afford to wax sentimental over a murderer because of his
youth. Its duty, in
is to inflict punishment. A part of
this
duty; however,
is to prevent the growth of murderers.
In so far as society allows slums to
exist and other degrading influences
to be fostered, it Is not without
responsibility for the criminal

WEDDING ATTRACTS
New York, Jan. 21.

In striking
distinction from the previous weddings in the Gculd family, which invariably have been marked by the
most lavish display second mar
will be tomorrow's
riages excepted
ceremony uniting in marriage Miss
Helen M. Gould, the third child and
eldest daughter of the !ate wizard of
finance, and Finley J. Shepard. The
wedding, as already announced, will
take place at Lyndhurst, Miss Gould's
country seat in Tarrytown.
Despite the desire of both parties
that the wedding should attract as little public attention t possible, it is
doubtful if any event of Its kind in
recent years has attracted more attention. The immense fortune possessed by Miss Uouid, the prominence
into which she has been brought by
her many philanthropies, and the
generally accepted belief that she
preferred a life of single blessedness
all have helped to make her wedding a topic of lively discussion
among all classes.
The party of invited guests who
will go from this city to Tarrytown
by special train to attend the wedding will be a small but distinguished one. It will inelude several members of the Gould family who are not
already at Lyndhurst. Mrs. Russell
Sage will be a member of the parts
as will also several well known del
gymen and educators who have been
closely associated with Miss Gould In
her work of charity and philanthropy.
An orchestra of 40 pieces has been
engaged to provide an elaborate musical program, but otherwise the wedding will be simple in its details. It
is understood that the invited guests
number between 60 and 60, all of
them relatives or intimate friends of
Miss Gould or Mr. fcshepard. The ceremony, which is to take place shortly
after the hour of noon, will be fol
lowed by a breakfast. George Gould
will give his sister In marriage and
her little nieces, daughters of Fraak
J. Gould, will be flower girls.

Skating Excursion

pers" Weekly.

UP THE

PROVIDING
100 People at 50c a
Piece Will Guarantee to Go.

Encouraging Generosity.
One of the cleverest of Cleveland's
blind newspaper merchants takes his'
stand daily at one of the corners of
the public square. He's got a sar-

castic little sign that reads:
"Don't be ashamed to give

M la M iy?
Sign Up At The
Y. M. C A. NOW
Perfect S!.alinJ, Moon I iht
liiff

ikmvH

Cump

I

ire
"IvA .'

penny

U

mo

I'm blind."

The other day a fri;nd of our?
propped a nickel In front of this chap,
lust to see if he was faking. Th,
blind never shifted his blank ga?.c,
but he said:
"Make it a quarter, boss, and
likely to forget myself." Cfevelan.i
Plata Dealer.
One Can Write In the Dark.
A novelty is a penholder permlttin?
one to write in the dark, since it is
provided with an electric light The
tube through which the point of the
pencil goes is fitted with a small accumulator and an electric lamp. The
latter throws a disk of light over the
point where the writing in beius done.
inThis luminous pencil has bet-vented for tho UB() of doctors,
dotectivoN, ttc, whos work
the taliliiR of tioti'B Iu tin)
!tci
a

nut
W;i

fciy.

in

6)

$106,000.00

Cleofes Romero, Vice Pres.
"W. Lively,- -

Assistant Secretary

Cecilio Rosen wald, Sec.

ATTENTION

Moon Light
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This Coming Saturday Nijjht
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OFFICERS

Wanted Woman.
For a good many years now all
civilized nations have had the census,
LABOR LEADERS RELEASED.
In order to determine scientifically the
Leavenworth, Kan., Jan. 21. Wilconditions of population
liam E. Reddin of Milwaukee and W. approximate
at home and throughout the world.
Bert Brown and W. J. McCaia of Some of the statistics relatli g to the
Kansas City, convicted In connection porportlons of the seies in different
with the dynamite conspiracy, wore parts are interesting.
HANGS TO THE JOB.
The total population of the world Is
released from the federal prison on
in. J., Jan. 21. President
to
Trenton,
estimated
be
and
the
1,700,000,000,
noon
bonds shortly after
today.
proportion is said to be 1,000 men and Wilson announced this afternoon that
991) women.
he would not relinquish his office as
The proportion varies considerably governor of New Jersey until Marcn
according to the region. In Europe 3, the day he leaves here for his inY. M. C. A.
there are, for each 1,000 men, 1,027 women; In Africa, 1,015; In America. auguration at Washington.
PROPOSES TO ENGINEER
964; In Asia, 961; in Australia, 937.
The maximum feminine population
is in Uganda, where there are 1,16; WARREN WINS FIRST
women to each 1,000 men, and the
A
minimum in the gold countrits o;
SKIRMISH TODAY
Alaska and in Malaysia, where then
are found only 391 and BS9 women,
respectively to each 1,000 men. Har

CANYON

.

RATE.

San Francisco, Jan. 21. The hearing of petitions of transportation companies of Arizona for an injunction to
prevent the Arizona state corporation commission from enforcing the
3 cent fare law ratified
by the people at the November election will
take place before Judges Gilbert, Morrow and Dietrich in the United States
district court here on January 27.
The first hearing was held before
Judge Morrow who recently returned
from a trip to Arizona. He was engaged in organizing the district court
of the new Btate.

RESPONSIBLE

.

JOHN W. HARRIS, President

son-in-la-

j

i

21, 1913.

NEW FRENCH CABINET.
Paris,, Jan. 21. Arisude Briand
the new French premier, completed
the formation of his cabinet today
and submitted the list to President
Falliefes. The official list follows:
Prmler and minister or the interior Aristlde Briand.
Minister of justice Jean Barthou.
Minister of foreign affairs Chas.

B. A. RHOADES PURCHASES HALF
INTEREST IN LARGE JEWEL-R- Y

STORE

TUESDAY, JANUARY

nwpitr's

WYOMING SENATOR MAY BE REELECTED SINCE PRATT HAS
BEEN OVERRULED.

Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 21. Witu the
most staid decorum possible, the lower house of the Wyoming legislature
wont through the business o completing .Us organization preparatory
to having read this-- afternoon vhe
of Governor Joseph M.
Carey. In the Interim since yesterday's riot in the house over Speaker
Pratt's committee appointments, democrats and republicans had gotten together and agreed on a substituce
committee on elections for the one
offered by the chair.
The speaker had placed himself
with an even number each of repub
licans and democrats on this com
mittee and referred .to it the contests against three republican house
members.
In the substituted com
mittee, which was made today, the
republicans have four and the democrats three numbers. This is advanof fienaior
tageous to the r
Frawla 13. Warren, who. If U, con- leiifu are overruled. Inn ennix'li T0,
message

10
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ANNUAL MEETING

NATIONAL

WESTERN STOCK SHOW

Denver, Colo.

January

1913

20-2- 5,

Tickets on sale January 18, 19 aad 2l, l9l3. Final Ret
urn
limit January 3l, l9l3. Fare for the Round Trip

$14.20
D. L. BATCHELOH, Agent

The Combination Power Machine

I

ML'.

For Plowing, Seeding, Discing, Harrowing, Hauling, Road Work,
Harvesting,
Running Feed Grinders, Ensilage Cutters, Hay Balers, Treshing Machines,
Etc. The most economical and practical tool ever invented for the medium
"
sized farmer.
,

Furthe' information may be had by calling on me at the Las Vegas
Roller Mills.

.

E. L. CEAL

East Las Vejas, N. M.

.January White Goods Sale.,

Thousands of dainty garments, fashioned with great cleverness from snow white materials including: Muslins, Cambrics and
Nainsooks in the newest styles for the coming season. Trimmings
are the daintiest and finest of lace and embroideries. The workmanship and fit of every garment is above criticism.
rj

LOT ONE

Corset Covers

and

LOTS SIX AND SEVEN
Corset Covers, drawers, skirts
combination suits and Princess slips,
1.25 to $1.50
'
value

drawers,

25o value

19o

LOT TWO
Covers
and drawers,
35c value
,.
,..25o
LOT THREE .
Coriet Covers, gowns drawers
';" and skirts, 60c to 65 value. . .43o

Corset

value

LOT FOUR ' '
Corset Covers, drawers, gowns
and skirts, 75o to 85o value. . ,59c

...

Corset coers, drawers, sl.iitfi,
combination suits and Prin-- .
I
cess slips, $2 to $2.25 va!uo.$i.ii I

LOT FIVE

LOTS TWELVE AND
Corset Covers, drawers,

or

v
m

m

A

.

and

prir

Expr-n-

Stove-

-

-

t

i

JL

v
a..j

t

I

r '

J

S

tkirta

LOT FOURTEEN

The Popular Price
.A

THra:;

combination suits and Prln- "
cess slips, $2.no vabi

Corset covers, drawers; skirts, .combination suits.
slips, $3 value
Mail Order. Deli v reJ Promptly o.t

Fir

$1.19
f
AND ELEVEN

LOTS TEN

Corset Covers, drawers, gowns,
skirts,
combination, suits
and Princess slips, $1.00 to
$1.25 value
..,...,,793
,

89

LOTS EIGHT AND NINE
Corset Covers, drawers, skirls,
combination suits and Princess slips, $1.50 to .11.75

&

?

'

-
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Notary Publlo.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
C AFI
TOE
State of New Mexico, Office of the My .commission expires Oct 14, 1915.
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Endorsed: No. 7381. Cos. Rec'd.
State Corporation Commission.
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been promulgated, and while it is con nothing about my ruined life because ing the amount of capital
454, C. W. Wesner,
6t
idemned by a large number of coeds that Is a subject that would not in- which the corporation will commence
20c per 100 lbs.
'and unanimously by the male stu- terest you. I think it is time to say business, are:
at
to
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery....1,
children
are
If your
subject
first
25o per 100 lbs.
No. of
for
the
.
watch
dents, they end satisfaction in the fact good"
of
,.
tacks
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs,, Each Delivery
croup,
"I never in my life," interrupted the
that there are a few suitable noun
Shares Amt. symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamber200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery ....,.......30o per 100 lbs.
Address
and
Name
which are not proscribed.
yflung woman with indignation, "saw a
lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
40c per 100 lbs.
E. Las
50 lbs. to . 200 lbs. Each Delivery
person twist things the way you do. I Adolph Strauss,
child becomes hoarse and the attack
10
50c
$1000
Mex.
per 100 lbs.
Less
N.
lbs.
Each
50
than
Delivery
Vegas,
Mr. Beetle At the Inquest of Mr. didn't say anything at all!"
may be warded off. For sale by all
ftumble Bee they called In
several
Ernest R. Russell, E, Las
"Yes, you did plenty!"
dealers. Adv.
$1000
10
Ireflles.
"Well," said the young woman
Vegas, N. Mex
Willie Bug Well, I suppose thej anxiotisly, "If I did I didn't mean it Lillian C.
E.
Las
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crider, Mo., had
Russell,
anted more l!g;t on the subject
really!"
10
$1000 been troubled with sick headache for
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purftj: .nd
N. Mex
Vegas,
"Well, that's different," conceded
when she began tak
five
about
years,
VI.
Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
Lasting
Article
the young man. "Can it be that you
ing Chamberlains Tablets. She has
QUITE A DEAL
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
this
which
for
term
The
Term.
me
want
to
don't
go?"
alien two bottles of Ihfin pnd the.
P.
MACKEL
PETER
"Of course not foolish!
That corporation is to exist is fifty (50) have cured her. Sick headache If
caused by a disordered stomach for
Spreese girl across the street would years.
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
be perfectly sure to hear of It"
we have here which these tablets are especially in
Whereof
Witness
In
"Really," said the young man, mov- unto set our hands and seals tnis tended. Try them, ,get well tnd staj
ffardwood Finishing. Paper Hsnjting
,vcll. Sold by all dealers. Adv.
ing over close to her, "that Spreese
A. D. 1912.
and Glsslng.
girl is an angel, since she has been 2fith day of April,
ADOLPH STRAUSS
(Seal)
kind enough to fix up our quarrel for
When you want a reliable medblne
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
us." Chicago Dally News.
ERNEST R. RUSSELL (Seal) for a cough or cold take Cahmber
can always
LILLIAN C. RUSSELL (Seal) Iain's Cough Remedy. It
Old Town
be depended upon and is pleasant and Test Bide Plaza
State of New Mexico,
safe to take. For sale by an dealers
"
Adv.
Dickens In Australia.
J:
County of San Miguel, ss.
D.
A.
of
It is said that when a Scotsman
20th
1912,
day.
On this
April,
leaves old Scotia to make his home in before me, the undersigned, a Notary
fere it- a remedy that will cure your
exile
solaces
he
hi
land
lrt
Whv waste time ana money ex
lome other
Classified ads. Bearch out the people to whom among all of
in and for the above county
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
with the book of Robert Burns' poems, Public
norimentlne when you can gei a preworld-widcomes
to
state
a
be
Adolph
and
personally appeared
, linn that has won
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
ind that the Scot abroad
General Repairing
ven better versed in the rhymes of Strauss, Ernest R. Russel andl Lillian reputation by its cures of this disease
I!
That property yon want to sell is WORTH MOST to som'eoss
I
the peasant poet than the Scot who C. Russell, to me personally known and can always be depended upon? "ICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
Chamber
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has
been
It
home.
at
would never hear of
and
das remained
who
this
ads.
in
the
to be the same persons whose names It is known everywhere
reads
newspaper
meui-cin20 Sixth St
East Las Vecas.
lain's Cough Remedy, ana re
remarked that the same is true- as are subscribed to the
foregoing Instruyour property unless it were advertised here.
of real merit For sale by all
regards the Englishman and Charles ment and who
and
the same,
Adv.
signed
M.
W.
dealers.
can
acting
prime
Hughes,
Dickens.
if
it
"There's a lot in that girl
Others, who read and ana ?er ads. In this newspaper want (and
minister of Australia, goes further for himself and not one for the other,
Automobile, Carriage &
fcitfy be brought out."
are
SENATOR
anxious to pay cash tor) books, automobiles, used machinery
that
Dickens
asserts
ELECTED
and
!
NORRIS
acknowledged that he signed, sealed
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M.
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through
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lian democracy,
Norris for the past
and deed.
N. 0. HERMAN
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seal representative of tl. Fif'h Nebraska
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notarial
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.
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The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure'sflagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for S7.50

per year IN ADVANCE.

li

The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Regular dance at
nesday night. Adv.

hi

LOCAL NEWS

17 Pounds Sugar for $1.00

48 lb. Sack of the very highest grade; of
Flour Milled for $ WO

21, 1913.

TUESDAY, JANUARY
F. F.. HhII Wedt

THUS

GETTING

BEADY

Yesterday evidently was "marrying
FOR FRIDAY'S GAME
day" in San Miguel county, four liMrs. Sol Kauffinan is ill at the censes to wed being issued at the
Las Vegas hospital.
court house in the afternoon. The INDICATIONS ARE LARGE CROWD
WILL WITNESS SANTA
couples receiving licenses are Lulsa
,
VEGAS CONTEST.
Light" automobile
lamps at 6 Urioste, aged 15, and Nicolas Galle-goso'clock this evening.
aged 25, both of Puertecito; Maria Floripa Trujillo, aged 22, and
At the Armory next Friday
at 8:15 o'clock the whistle will
Try a dram Qf Old Taylor bourbon
Montoya. aged 25, both of Lagu- at the Opera Bar. Adv.
nita; Maria Fetra Montoya, a?ed 33, blow starting the only real basketand Felipe Vigil, aged 27, both of ball came to be played in Las Vegas
Lost Collar to mach white fur muff. Lagunita; Abelina Valdez, aged 19 this winter. The Santa Fe high school
probably on Main avenue. Return to of Gascon, and Gregorio Garcia, aged girls' team and the Las Vegas high
21, of Las Manuelitaa
Optic office.
school girls' aggregation will decide
the question as to which team is the
Mrs. Joseph Hile of Watrous is in
The United States civil service an- better.
town and Is a patient at the Las nounces the
As a preliminary to the Santa-r'following examinations
Vegas hospital.
to be held at an early date: Forest Las Vegas game, the eighth grade
and field clerk, further information team of the Normal school will play
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged regarding this examination mav be the eighth grade' team of the High
in the wood. Direct from distillery to obtained at the local postoff ice. Feb- school. This game will also be an
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adr.
mechanical
draftsman interesting one, for both these teams
ruary, 3,
(male), salary ranging from $1,500 to have been practicing hard and are in
The Woman's club will hold a 11,800. February
preparator in the best of form.
meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 entomology, ?G0 per month; surveyEvery basketball fan in the city
o clock In the Commercial club rooms, or (male).
February 17, chief of the will be on hand to root for the home
All members of the club are urged to department of medicine
(male), Phil team and the team, properly support
be present.
ippine general hospital, $4,000. Feb- ed, should come out the winner. The
ruary 26, aid (mare), division of admission for the two games will be
This evening at 8 o'clock at the Y. graphic arts, national museum, 175 35 cents.
M. C. A. will be held a
"kangaroo per month;
electrical assistant
court" at which a member of the as (male), $1,080 per year;
junior chem
sociation Is to bo tr'ed for "treason." ist in
y
(male), salary BIG DOINGS IN THE
i'.'i members of ihe assoc'sticn arc $1,080 to $1,440
per year; nautical ex
expected to attend the tria'.
pert (male), salary $1,000 per year;
ODD FELLOWS' HALL
photostat photographer (male), sal
Tomorrow
afternoon the weekly ary $720 to $840 per year.
Ladies' Day at the Elks' club will be
I. O. O. F. AND DEGREE OF RE
observed and all ladles who are mem
BECCA INSTALL THEIR NEWbers of an Elii family and their
LY ELECTED OFFICERS.
FRED
WESTERIIAN
DIES
guests are cordially invited to visit
the club room during the afternoon.
The joint installation of officers of
IN DEN
HOSPITAL Naomi Rebekah Lodge No. 1 and Las
This evening the third game in the
Vegas Lodge No. 4, I. O. O, F., held
mixed doubles bowling tournament
last
evening in the Odd Fellows' hall
will be rolled on the Elks' alleys. RESIDENT OF LAS VEGAS FOR 15
was largely attended by members of
The couples who will bowl this evenYEARS SUCCUMBS AFTER
both orders, over DO being pres
ing are Mr. and Mrs. Hallett
LONG ILLNESS
ent. The following officers were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green- duly Installed to govern Naomi
Mrs. Fred Westerman, a well known
clay, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach
Rebekah
Lodge No. 1; noble grand
and Mr. and Mrs. Morris Danziger, resident of Las Vegas, died this mornMrs. Lena Fishburn; vice grand, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Erie Hoke, Miss Phebe ing at 2:50 a'clock at St..
Joseph's hos- Edith Marselle; secretary Mrs. Ber
Hart and John Rudulph.
pital in Denver, where he had gone tha
Shaffer, and treasurer, Mrs. A
less than a week ago with the hope
Anderson,
The victorious Losey bowling team, of being
successfully operated upon
Following the installation of the
winner of the first Elks' bowling toil
for an illness from which he has suf
nament, will tomorrow be banqueted fered for some time. At the time of above named officers, the officers of
Las Vegas Lodge No. 4, I. O. O. F.,
by Mrs. Frank Stras3, whose ausband his death Mr. Westerman had with
were installed. They are as follows:
was a member of the aggregation. him his
wife, who left Las Vegas yes- noble grand, Frank Fries; vice
The banquet is to be exclusively a terday
morning, reaching Denver in grand; Gus Lehman; secretary, T. M
stag" affair, no ladies being allowed time to see her husband before death
Elwood, and treasurer, Carl Wertz.
or invited, and will take place at the
camq.
Following the installation of offic
Strass residence on Douglas avenue.
Mr. Westerman was born in Donald ers and
other business of, the even
son, la., in 18G5 and was 48 years
ing the members of both lodges went
The Woman's club of Las Vegas old.
'
At the age-- of 15 Mr. Westerman to the White Kitchen where a delic
will meet Wednesday, January 22,
went from hi3home in Donaldson to ious
turkey supper was served' by
for the purpose of transacting busi Smith
Center, Kan., where he settled Gus Lehman.
ness properly belonging to the last and at
that place was a farmer for
meeting of the cmb but which was 18 years. From Smith Center Mr.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
not held on account of not having a Westerman came
to Las Vegas in 1S98
Kansas
City, Mo., Jan. 21. Cattle
quorum, and for attending to any and since that time has been
engaged Receipts 12,000, induing COO southnew business coming before the
!n the restaurant business, In partner erns. Market
steady. Native steers
house.
Erb.
ship with A.
?6.908.50; southern steers ?7.60
The Bismarck restaurant, of which 8.40; southern cows anrl heifers
$3.6
A. Mennet of this city has written Mr. Westerman was
part owner, was
.6.50; native cows and heifers $3.75
to The Optic from Topo Chico Hot first established on East Lincoln ave
7.50; stockers and feeders ?5.75(
Springs, near Monterey, Mex., that nue in the building located on the cor.
7.50; calves
$o.50lu.25; western
his health is improving rapidly. Mr. ner of the alley next to the Wells steers
western cows $3.75
$6.008.OO;
Mennet went to Mexico to spend the Fargo building.
In 1903 Mr. Wester
6.50.
winter with his son, who resides In man and Mr. Erb moved their busi
22,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
the sister republic When he left here ness to its present location.
to strong. Bulk of sales $7.25
steady
he was suffering from a severe at
Mr. Westerman was an active mem.
7.45; heavy
$7.407.58; butchers
tack of rheumatism. He writes that ber of B. Pi O. Elk8 Lodge No. 408, and
packers $7.307.45; light $7.15
he practically has recovered.
and of the local order of the Modern 7.35; pigs $6.256.85.
Woodmen of America. He was also
7,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
Since the discharge of Night Of a member of the Knights of Pythias.
Muttons $4.00(g1
steady to strong.
ficer Murphy by Mayor R. J. TaupBesides his wife, Mrs. Sarah Wester 5.80
lambs $7.508.90; range wethert, the merchants have started a man, Mr. Westerman is survived by er and yearlings $5.00 7.50; range
movement to retain the officer as a his daughter, Miss Eleanor Westei ewes $3.505.40.
merchant's policeman.
The mer- man; a
Miss Audrey
,
chants who favor the move declare Burns; a
Walter Burns; two
that an extra night officer would not sisters, Mrs. Maggie Trump of Smith
hurt the force, If it did not do it Center, Kan., and Miss Minnie Wessome good. It is said that practically terman of Donaldson, la., and by three
enough money to warrant the em brothers,
Henry Westerman and
ploying of Murphy has been raised',
George Westerman of Smilh Center,
Kan , and William Westerman of Don
aldson, la.
The body probably will be brought
to Las Vegai for burial although- - no
I
II
p.rangements have been made for the
funeral. It is expected the date ot
burial will be announced tomorrow.
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And Hundreds of other bargains you can get
if you take advantage f

Our Special Sale
TODAY and TOMORROW

IKE DAVIS
The Cash Grocer
1

PC'

ac

EATING APPLES
For

HUG ANNOUNCEMENT

SPRING

We are showing 'the choicest selection ever
brought to Las
Vegas in Art Squares, Tapestry and Body Brussels, Velvet and
Axminster Rugs, with and without seams, in a
large variaton of
and
designs
prices.
AS USUAL OUR PRICES WILL BE THE LOWEST

J. C. JOHNSEN
"Complete Home Furnishers'

25C

Jonathans

Roman Beauties

GOOD COOKING APPLES

From

3 to 5 cts.

Per lb.

Fancy Florida Grape

Fancy Navel Oranges

Fruit

J. H. Stearns
GPOCER.

u

Ik

lime

of ffie Best of Everything Eatable

?

ma

am

FOR. CASH
For one week only commencing January 18 and
ending January 24 we will sell our Absolutely
Pure Cactus Brand Lard

Large Pails
Medium Pails
Small Pails

$1.10

......

AT THE ORAAF &

IIATORD

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier.

W

FIRST NATIONAL BAN

60c
40c

CO. STORE

MOST- - HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKACOAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

step-son-

mil iiiirimiE

t

menting Secretary Meyer's decision
yesterday that the fuel ship Kanawaha
should be built here, came instructions from Washington today that
figures be submitted on the cost of I
building a sister ship, the M aumee.

endorsing

who are

it with

their

Science of
Selling

Farms

include

means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

CUFF WORK THAT

IS

UNEQUALLED.

.

of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest us? the
A

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

$100,000

M.

Scrplcs, and Uhdividkd Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good
Banking.

Interest Paid on

1,050

Time Deposits

FOLLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOf!

M0

Las Vegas Steam

make no further attempt at. present
to locate the
The InduniH
recently received (inr allowance
frniii the ijvenjinein,, ulxl
t,r nop-

Laundry
l,n

Afn.rt

H

117

OVERLAND MOD?! 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automoliiie
Phone Main 344.

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Preps

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IK THE CAN
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UfJTS DUALITY

A

complete line of

AT
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1
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mail

ffi UII5

LYE-PEELE-

Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits
that are

WORK.

ruHlilng down the Colorado
river. These Indians are adopta at
shooting the rapids, which abound In
on the bis government ilU;e near Fort tho
big stream, but the ir.o formed
Mojave ban boon practically BuHimnii-ei- , by the recent cold weuther baa bh
Bcoordld;.; to Ofifilul reports toduv filled the river they fottr to try it
leosUM the
Indian lutioiwi tra- - Thla
the first Uuin that lee in Biioti
1,11
lliu
'JHHIltiticH IjIIH (.Vr
j.lnyr-(
pr oji'i't il' ilirn to
nr.rn Ml fli
il it f'ull Ijiidtji iih.kii');; tlm lea tlo
('
iit ilvcr jj,
Urn Angeles, Cal., Jan.

tt....
tii ..',. r.
1,11111

11

Highest In Quality

ICE SUSPENDS

OUCHEB'S

IIITH

V

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

WILL WAIT DEVELOPMENTS.
Cartez, Colo., Jan. 21 Indian
Agent
John S. Speer and the local authorities today decided to await the return of the Ute Indians who
yesterday disappeared from their fastness ft
in the mountains, where
they had'
barricaded themselves and refused to
give up Big Rabbit. The officers will

SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND

and you get the
best.

Preserves,
Jams
I and Jellies

con-

tinued patronage.

must

1

TO 6UIL0 SHIPS
Valkijo, Calif., Jan. 21. -- The Mare
Island yard may build both the fuel
ships aulhorizml by congress. Supple-

our

We are daily presenting

hundreds of patrons,

HI

Capital,
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For FERNDELL

results of perfect laundering to

If it may be termed a science

:QE LAS VEGAS,

a

nils ill Hi

The

l SON

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

Ray-nold-

Winesaps

1913
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radio-activit-

VERY FANCY

3 lbs.
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